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Preface

The Department of Education of Twente University of Technology in Enschede,
The Netherlands hosted the 24th General Assembly of the International
Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) from 15 to
19 August 1983.

IEA is a cooperative organization of educational research centers in more than
forty countries which co-operate in conducting cross-national empirical
educational research.

During the General Assembly, which takes place annually, representatives of
the member research institutions discuss and make decisions on the conduct
and financing of current and future IEA research projects.

Since 1980 it has been customary for IEA to organize an open session during
the General Assembly. During this open session educational researchers and the
possible customers of the results of educational research are given the
opportunity of obtaining more information about IEA and its research projects.
The papers given during the open session have been collected into a repert.
The present report consists of 6 sections.
In section I there are three papers: ".he first is by J.P. Keeves who discussed
the benefits of participation of countries in IEA-research. T. Husdn's paper
is a comparative study on how research and policy making relate to each other
in four countries: Sweden, the Federal Republic of Germany, Great Britain and
the United States. The final paper in section I is a methodological contribution
from W. de Corte and C. Brusselmans, who explore the use of a special multi-
dimensional scalirg technique for the overlap betwren tests and curriculum.
Section II to V all have the same structure. In these sections Dutch
researchers in IEA-projects present some of the results (or plans) of their
projects in The Netherlands. Each Dutch paper is preceded by a short general
overview of the international project. At the end of each section there is a
comment on the Dutch paper by the chairman of the international project council.
Successively the following are addressed: The Second International Mathematics
Study, the International Study of Achievement in Written Composition,

the Classroom Environment Study and the Second IEA Science Study.
Section VI of the report presents a new contribution to the discussion of the
subject of schooling and equality. J.S. Coleman proposes a new perspective on
the problem of equal educational opportunity based on comparisons between
different societies. Coleman's paper is followed by invited comments from
J. Dronkers and A. Hoogerwerf.

I hope that the publication of this report contributes to better acquaintance
with and understanding of IEA educational research.

December 1983, T.J.H.M. Eggen.
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Why join lEA?

J.P. Keeves

Australian Council fcr Educational Research
Melbourne
Australia

Chairman, distingt shed guests and IEA colleagues

This year, 1983, may be considered to mark the 100th anniversary of the establish-
ment of the field of educational research. In 1883, three events occurred which
were to open up the three strands of investigation and inquiry that have charac-
terized studies and programs of research and development in education. In that
year, Stanley Hall in the United States of America published the influential book,
The Sttly of Children, which followed the work by Preyer, a German psychologist,
The Mind of the Child, which was published during the previous year in Europe.
These two works marked the beginning of the Child Study Movement. Again in 1883,
Sir Francis Galton published Inquiries into Human Faculty and Its Development
drawing public attention to his studies on the development o' tests of mental
abilities. This work marked the beginning of the field of mental testing, which
has laid the foundations for the Scientific Research Movement with a positivistic
approach that was pursued so vigorously by E.L. Thorndike in the following decades
at Teachers College, Columbia University. Also in 1883, John Dewey published the
first of his major philosophical essays on 'Knowledge and the Relativity of
Feeling', that was to start him on a career of philosophical study. His work,
particularly that carried out at the University of Chicago, has had a profound
influence on educational thought in the United States and led to the establish-
ment of the New Education or Progressive Education Movement, in which
philosophical discourse replaced the scientific approach and life experience took
over from experimentation and empirical research. It is evident that these three
major strands of educational research, as our colleague Gilbert de Landsheere
(in press) has pointed out, the Child Study Movement, the Scientific Research
Movement and the Progressive Education Movement had their beginnings in or around
1883. Consequently, it is appropriate that we, in 1983, should recognize the
origins of our field of inquiry 100 years ago and pay tribute to those who
inaugurated this work as well as those who have pursued their investigations so
successfully in the intervening years to establish and consolidate the field of
educational research.

In the period between the First and Second World Wars, a movement to establish
national research institutes began and has continued during the past 50 years.
Initially, institutes were set up in the sciences, particularly the applied
sciences, but before long the need for work in education became evident and
educational research institutes were established. The institutions founded
specifically to undertake educational research include the Scottish Council for
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Research in Education established in 1928, which was followed by centres set up
by the Carnegie Corporation in Australia, Canada, New Zealand and South Africa.
Again afer the Second World War, developed countries without such institutes
established them in a variety c: forms, and more recently many developing
countries have seen the value of centres of this kind and have used their limited
resources to create them.

It is perhaps to be expected that with greatly improved conditions for travel
around the world and with technological advancements in telecommunications, a
movement grew to form associations of the research centres which had been set up
around the world. In education, the existence of Unesco with its three inter-
national institutes, in Paris, for educational planning, in Geneva, for dissemi-
nation of information on education, and in Hamburg, for research and scholarly
work, helped to promote the idea of collaboration in educational research. Thus,
it is not surprising that in 1958, exactly 25 years ago, a small group of
educational research workers should, from their meetings in London and Hamburg,
see the benefits to be gained from combining together to undertake research
studies into common problems. As a consequence the International Association fcr
the Evaluation of Educational Achievement was formally established a year later
in 1959. During the 1960s the Association was based at the Unesco Institute for
Education in Hamburg with loose affiliation to the Unesco organization in Paris.
However, in the early 1970s as a direct consequence of Professor Torsten Husen's
leadership and the support received from the Swedish Government, the International
Institute for Education was established within the University of Stockholm and
IEA, as it had become known, was housed within the informally linked to this
institute.

During recent years we have seen the increased participation of educational
research centres from developing countries in IEA studies and programs. However,
this involvement requires considerable financial support both for the work
undertaken within each participating nation as well as for travel to atrend
international planning and training meetings and for the work of developing a
detailed research program. It would now seem possible that resources might
become available through an International Fund for Educational Research in
Developing Countries (IFER) to sustain within developing countries research
studies that are associated with the IEA program of research in education.

The benefits of participation by developed and developing countries alike in
the IEA program of research are threefold. First, there are the benefits obtained
from the identification and conceptualization of a problem for research in the
area under investigation. Secondly, there is the training in the conduct of
research produr.ed by instructionalmanuals and by following specified procedures
laid down for a study, for example, in sampling and in data analysis. Thirdly,
there is the important contribution that each country makes through the findirgs
derived from the study towards an understanding of the educational process. And
I would like to emphasize that we in Australia have benefited greatly in all
three areas, in the identification and conceptualization of research problems, in
the learning of research methods and in the building of a body of knowledge and
understanding about education.

Arieh Lewy (1977) has pointed out that there are three major characteristics
of IEA's research activities. First, the studies undertaken are essentially
comparative in nature. The world is seen by IEA as a natural laboratory with
considerable variation between countries in the conditions and circumstances
within which education is conducted. This from the carrying out of research
studies across countries it is possible to examine not only what is affecting
educational outcomes within countries, but also what is influencing differences
in outcomes between countries. Secondly, the studies are undertaken in a coopera-
tive way, by educational research institutes that agree to work together to

9
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develop a common study, to collect the basic data for the study under common
conditions, and to employ common approaches in the analysis of the data and the
interpretation of the findings. The sharing of findings, the frank and scholarly
debate on the meaning of the findings, and the open -eporting of results are a
necessary consequence of the cooperative approach to research that characterizes
the IEA work. It is not by the decree and direction of governments that the IEA
research program proceeds, but rather by the consensus that is built I.Ap between
the group of scholarly research workers from the many national centres engaged
in a particular study. Thirdly, the IEA research program is firmly established
within the field of empirical research in so far as it seeks generalizations that
apply in one or more of the participating countries. Initially the IEA work drew
upon the strategies of the Scientific Research Movement and the expertise that
had been built up by Thorndike and his father at Teachers College, Columbia
University. It also drew heaviliy on the methodologies and approaches to curri-
culum evaluation that were engendered at the University of Chicago as a conse-
quence of the work of Tyler and Bloom and that were derived from the Eight Year
Study conducted in the United States by the Progressive Education Association
in the 1930s. The advent of the computer in the 1960s was br.t.i, fortunate and

timely for IEA, because data processing and data analysis were no longer limited
by the time required for calculation by hand. Thus complex and extensive survey
research, together with sophisticated approaches to causal modelling become
possible under the guiding hand of Gilbert Peaker. However, the 1960s were also
marked by the beginnings of an epistemological debate in educational research,
perhaps in opposition to the emphasis on scientific empiricism that was being
endorsed by many research workers, including those within the IEA group.

As a consequence there has developed something of a conflict between the two
major paradigms that are employed in the investigation of educational problems.
One is based upon the approach of the natural sciences that emphasizes empirical
and quantifiable observations which can be analysed by rigorous mathematical
procedures. The task of such research is to establish causal relationships and
explain. The alternative paradigm is concerned with humanistic studies and is
derived, in the main, from history, philoshpy and anthropology. This paradigm
emphasizes qualitative information and the building of a personal interpretation
of events. Clearly in the years ahead, the answer for educational research
workers in IEA is not to advocate the exclusive use of one paradigm or the
other, but rather to seek to employ both as appropriate.

The future of the IEA research program in all parts of the developed and
developing world lies in its ability to assemble a sound body of knowledge and
understanding of the educative process in order to inform and advance both
educational policymaking and practice. Educational research, since the 1960s,
has profited greatly from the increased resources provided for it. The IEA
research program has benefited markedly from the comparative cooperative and
universal nature of its activities as it has sought generalizations that will add
to educational knowledge and understanding. It has been with conviction and
enthusiasm that a very significant proportion of the IEA membership has contri-
buted to Lhe International Encyclopedia of Education, which is being prepared
under the editorship of Torsten Husen and Neville Postlethwaite. This ten-volume
encyclopedia is a highly significant attempt to assemble what is known about
education in a coherent and readily accessible form. The preparation of the
encyclopedia has not been a formal IEA activity and yet it has provided remarkable
testimony of the IEA endeavour to undertake comparative research studies in a
cooperative way in order to contribute both knowledge and understanding of the

educative processes. We, here today as members of IEA, have joined together to
do just this, and it is important for us to recognize that the publication of
the International Encyclopedia of Education will mark appropriately both 100
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years of educational research and 25 years of research activity by the
International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement.

Our answer to the question 'Why Join ;EA' is that in IEA are researchers and
research institutes are working together on the endless and exciting quest of

cearchiag for knowledge and an understanding of the educative process.

REFERENCES
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Research and policymaking in education: An internatio-
nal perspective.

T. Busen
University of Stockholm
Sweden

INTRODUCTION

Policy-oriented research in education covers a very short period indeed. Research
delibeterately and systematically geared to provide an extended knowledge base
for reform and improvement in education initiated by agents of public policy is
hardly more than 25 years old. I have over the last few years had some oppor-
tunity to ponder about this in conducting a study how research and policymaking
in education relate to each other in Sweden, the Federal Republic of Germany,
Britain and (at the Federal level) in the United States (Husen & Kogan, Eds.,
in press). I have for reasons which shall not be spelled out here been able to
follow what has happened in educational research as well as to study its impact
on educational policy in these four countries. Therefore the study has a compara-
tive dimension.

The comparisons have been made under two majore aspects:

1. Intra-scientific or internal conditions, such as research paradigms, schools
of thought, influential researchers, and

2. Extra-scientifc or external conditions, such as availability of research funds
and institutions, the "market" for research, the ideology of the state in
terms of propensity for social intervention and the setting within which
liaison between researchers and policymakers could be established.
I shall conlude this paper by trying to draw some lessons for the future.
The antra- scientific conditions are on the whole those which are determined

by the research community itself. There were across the countries under study two
overriding paradigms with dominating impact on scholarship in education: the
humanistic one represented and dominated by philopherc and historians, and the
empirical-positivist one dominated by psychllogists and - later - sociologists.

It appears convenient to distinguish two periods in the development of the
disciplines that formed the basis for scholarly studies in education: the periods
before and after the Second World War. When I come to extra-scientific factors,
in the first place the willingness of governments to support and utilize research
in education, the dividing line should perhaps be drawn &t least a decade later.
Policy-oriented studies in education commissioned and funded by governments
began to become more frequent in the late 1950s and early 1960s. No doubt, the
1960s were the "golden years" of educational research on both sides of the
Atlantic.
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INTERNAL CONDITIOUS

Before 1945

In Germany the two overriding paradigms for a long time operated side by side.
The philw:ophical, speculative approach to the study of educati- 1 problems

emerged at german universities in the late 18th century when et" ,ion began to

be studied as a separate academic discipline with its own unive,-!.. y chairs. The
professors holding these chairs originated i:om philosophy. Later some had their
background in history. 'till around 1950 when I visited the Institute for
International Educatic.nal Ezaearch in Frankfurt for a workshop about what research
could do in order to improve German school education, most university professors
in education, who were not many, had their backgrourd in the humanities.

Around the turn of the century empirical studies in education were conducted
at several institutes of psychology. The most illust..ative case is Ernst Neumann,
a student of Wilhelm Wundt, who founded "experimental pedagogics" and in 1907 pub-

lished "Einfahrung in die experimentelle PAdagogik" in three thick, Impressive
volumes which still were on my reading list as a young graduate student in the
late 1930s. There were other leading researchers in education with their
operational base in institutes of psychology, such as William Stern (1900 and
1914) in Hamburg, pioneer in educational psychology with maior contributions both
to differential and developmental psychology before 1914.

In the United States ever since the late 19th century, u,n education began to
be taught at American universities, there was one predominant paradigm, the em-
pirical one. It would suffice here to point out two or three pioneers who loowed
large on the American scene. In the first place G. Stanley Hall at Johns Hopkins
who, like many others, got his research training in Germany. In his "Life and
Confessions of a Psychologist" he has given us a vivid picture of how educational
psychology was -.ntablished in the United Stages and under what paradigmatic
auspices this took place. Other leading figures on the U.S. scene were Edward
Lee Thorndike at Teachers College, Columbia, Lewis Terman at Stanford, and Charles

Judd at the University of Chicago. The latter, who took his doctorate under

Wundt in 1896, has not least in his book on "The Science of Education" made a

case for education as a science in its own right, although William James already

in the 1890s in his famous "Talks to Teachers on Psychology" emphatically had

maintained that teaching waE not a science but "an art". It appears that the low

prestige that edu',.tion as an academic endeavor has suffered from in the United

States partly derived from the fact that the disciplinary base for educational

research tended to be established outside the departments of education whereas

in many pla^es in Europe it was established within the counterparts to these

departments or in close contact with the chairs in education, some of them com-

bined chairs in education and psychology.
The British scene before 1945 was throughout dominated by straightforward

pragmatism. British universities had for a long time very few chairs of education.

At Oxbridge the tradition was until recently to appoint experienced teachers

and schoolmasters to these chairs because they were expected to give prospective

teachers some grounding in the art of teaching.
What strikes a student of the origin of educational research in Britain is the

heavy impact of the Galtonian tradition with its focus on studies of individual

differences. In the laboratory in London founded by Francis Galton, at the turn

of the century led by Karl Pearson, several of the leading people in the British

test research were either trained or working, such as Cyril Burg and Charles

Spearman. The development of intelligence tests as well as large-scale surveys

by means of group tests was largely inspired by the eugenics movement that

emanated from Galton (Husen, 1974). Surveys of all 11-year-olds were conducted

at regular intervals in Scotland, the first one in 1933.
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In Sweden there were until 1937 only three university chairs of education;
a fourth was then added. Three of the incumbents were primarily experimental
psychologists, thus representing the empirical paradigm. Three of them had
studied with Georg Elias Muller in GOttingen, a student of Wundt. The fourth,
with a background in philosophy, had studied with Bergson in Paris and Windel-
bank in Heidelberg, and in 1920 wrote a book on the epistemology of psycholoc'
in the Dtltheyan, today one would say hermeneutic, spirit.

After 1940, when a Governmental commission of inquiry into a reform of Swedish
school education war. appointed, research in education gradually came in strong
demand and expectations were very high both in the 1940 commission and a
following one appointed in 1946 what research could do in order to provide an
extended knowledge based for the reforri proposals and eventually led to the
introduction of the common basic comprehensive school.

The predominant influences on Swedish research in the 1940s shifted from
Europe to the United States which was regarded as the Mekka not only for
behavioral scientists but in particular for those wanting to absorb ideas about
how to achieve progressive school reforms.

After 1945

On the German scene there was a slow re-orientation after the War with its

catastrophic effects. In the 1930s many of the leading behavioral scientists
had left the country, most of them for the United States. The American High
Commissioner's Office made deliberate attempts to promote a change in the
educational system, part of it supposed to achieve some "re-education" on the
part cf those, not least at the universities, with influence on the educational
scene. In 1952 the High Commissioner sponsored a six-week workshop on problems
of educational research at the Hochschule fOr internationale padagogische
Forschung which had just been established jointly by American and German authori-
ties with the purpose of serving German schools by cross-disciplinary research
in education and by long inservice training for teachers who wanted to learn
research methodology appropriate for the tackling of important problems in
German education. The majority of the participants in the workshop were German
colleagues but there were about a dozen from other countries as well. These
were expected to provide some injections from abroad. I suspect that the sponsor
expected the workshop to serve as a kind of refresher course for those who had
been out of contact with what had been going on outside the country in 'heir
field for quite some time.

In the early 1960s, due to the inspiring leadership and persuasive powers of
Hellmut Becker (1971), a lawyer turned educator, the Max Planck Institute for
Educational Research was founded in Berlin. The explicit mission of the Institute
was to conduct fundamental research on a cross-disciplinary basis relevant to
German problems of education that was felt to be in urgent need for reforms. There
were t 'se who at that time spoke about "twenty years of non-reform". Leading
scholars at the Institute, such as Hellmut Becker and one of the pioneers of

economics in education Friederich Edding, later became instrumental in the
in the Bildungsrat (Federal Education Council), an organ set up to come up with
recommendations for the planning of the educational system. There was in West
Germany until 1970 no ministry of education and the Winder held the prerogatives
with regard to educational matters. There was since the end of the 1940s the
StAndige Konferenr der Kultusminister (Permanent Conference of the Ministers of
Education) which was a body with itw own secretariat for mutual information
and volzntary cooperation.

When the constitution was changed making planning in education a Federal
prerogative and when a ministry of Education was set up, Federal support for
educational research became rather abundant, at least measured by the standard
of previous public support. The Under followed suit and provided their share

4
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of funds for both educational research and planning.
The paradigmatic pendulum amorg educational researchers began to swing

towards a quantitatively oriented approach headed by young people with background

in psychology and sociology and with training in the United States and England.

A school of critical, social philosophy had been estiablshed in Frankfurt before

1933 with intellectual leadership of people such as Adorno and Horckheimer. This

institute for social research assumed its activities after the war and in the

1950s a young social philosopher of th. next generation, Jurgen Habermas, became

the front name. The Frankfurt school played a pivotal role in the development

of socialization research which has flourished at several German universities

and at the Max Planck Institute in Berlin.
In the 1960s the paradigmatic pendulum began to swing back from the quantita-

tive, positivist approach to a more humanistic and qualitative one, not least

under the influence of Habermas and his colleagues. This change from measurement

and quantification to understanding, hermeneutics, drew upon the humanistic-

philosophical tradition of Wilhelm Dilthey, Edmund Husserl and Heidegger, the last
'wo the leading phenomenologists.This deliberate turning the back to the

neo-positivist paradigm was so fervently adopted by young -German researchers
that "positivist" almost became a dirty work. When some of them who came together

to prepare an Enzyklopedie der Erziehungswissenschaften they seemed to have

decided to make the new non-positivist, non-Anglo-Saxon approach the Leitmotiv

of their encyclopedia.
It would be highly pretentious even to try to sketch what happened in

educational research in the United States after the War. Suffice it to cay here

that in terms of paradigms the picture was pluralistic. The psychologists with

their empirical approach dominated in terms of numbers, volume of research out-

put, and recognition by the academic community. Leading scholars, such as

Cronbach, Bloom, Gage and Glaser, were all trained in educational psychology.

Curriculum development had slowly become a new field of study at schools and

colleges of education.
In the 1950s the Federal government began to support ..'ucational research on

a project basis by the Cooperative Research Program. The next injection came with

the National Defense Education Act which provided big sums, not least to

curriculum development, under the somewhat fals abel of national security.

Finally, the Elementary and Secondary Act of 1965 almost over night increased

the resources fo educational research manifold. Research and development renters

with massive resources for tackling particular fields were set up at leading

universities. Regional laboratories which were expected to be even closer to

the classroom needs were established.
Given the rapidly growing support for research in education other departments

than just those of education began to rally to the places were the resources

were. An increasing number of psychologists were attracked to educational research

as were - almost for the first time - people from other social sciences, such as

sociology, political sciences and economics. Cross-disciplinary fields of

inquiry were established, such as comparative education and economics of education.

The diffusion of research material was revolutionized by new storage and retrieval

systems, such as ERIC.
Educational researchers in Britain had in the Galtonian tradition for a long

time been preoccupied by studies of individual differences, test construction,

and intelligence surveys, with leading names Burt, Thomson and Vernon. Under the

auspices of the 1944 Education Act and the 11+ examinations research on how to

diagnose scholastic aptitude and predict school achievement became a major task

for educational researchers. The social implications of the 1944 reform were

in the early 1950s paid attention to by sociologists such as Jean Floud and A.B.

Halsey who began to study the effects of the reform on equality of opportunity

5
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and the extent to which parity of esteem between various secondary programs had
been achieved. Since it was felt by the educational authorities that the
universities did not meet the immediate needs of the practitioners, the National
Foundation for Educational Research was set up as a private organization. At the
beginning it was mainly a test developing institute that also conducted research
on how the tests worked in schools.

In Sweden educational research from 1945 to the early 1970s was predominantly
conducted by people trained in psychology. Most of their work was done in the
dominant Anglo-Saxon vein with quantifiLation and great reverence for experimen-
tal lesign, all according to the empirical-positivist tradition. Experimental
design was the ideal, surveys second best, and observational description was
regarded as a deficient substitute. But a more humanistic, hermeneutic approach,
more or less closely asosciated with Marxist ideology - the so-called "rose
wave" - in educational research began in the early 1970s to be propagated by a
young generation of researchers.

EXTRA-SCIENTIFIC CONDITIONS

I have so far in a very sketchy way tried to convey a notion of the prevailing
research tendencies and paradigms in the four countries I have studied. In what
follows I shall try to identify a series of conditions outside the research
community which have influenced educational research during the decades after
1945. Instead of taking country by country, which I have done in describing the
paradigmatic trends, I shall take one condition at a time and in doing so com-
pare the countries. It should also from the outset be said that there are
striking similarities between the four countries in terms of how these extra-
scientific factors operated. Buy there are also some striking dissimilarities
depending upon differences in size, political system, and university traditions.

The interventionist ideology of the welfare state

Over the last few decades the state increasingly has tended to play an inter-
ventionist role in framing and implementing policies in health and education as
well as welfare in general. In order to play that role successfully planning,
not least in education, is necessary. In order to conduct planning an extended
knowledge base is required, not only in terms of routinely collected data but
also information by means of surveys, semi-experiments and analytical studies
and secondary analysis of existing data.

In all the countries concerned the decades after 1945 meant a breakthrough
for policy-oriented research, not least research being commisioned by governments
or governmental commissions.

Prior to the early 1950s educational planning was in some places regarded as
downright socialism, particularly since systematic planning had so far only been
conducted in the Soviet Union. But pressure began to build up to institutionalize
educational planning, particularly since international bodies, like Unesco
with the establishment of the International Institute for Educational Planning
in Paris and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, began
to push governments to establish organs for planning inside or outside the
ministries of education.

Certain educational policies that in the 1960s came to the forefront, such
as provisions for better equality of educational opportunity, billingual
education and education of the handicapped,could not be properly framed and
implemented without information provided by surveys and evaluation studies.
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Rising expectations

The "golden years" for educational research in terms of governmental support
occurred in all the four countries in the 1960s and early 1970s. It was assumed
that systematic and massively financed research in education would be able to
do what it had achieved in industry: increase efficiency and productivity. The
expectations about what could be achieved were high both on the part of
researchers and policymakers. In 1971 the Select Subcommittee on Education in
the U.S. House of Representatives toured Europe in order to find out what role
research played in some European countries. In the Introduction to the Report
from this trip the chairman of the committee, John Brademas, is quoting Charles
Silberman's "Crisis in the Classroom":

The degree of ignorance about the process of education is far greater than
I had thought. Research results are far more meagre and contradictory, and
progress toward the development of viable theories of learning and instruction

is far slower."
Brademas points out that in defense about 10 per cent of the budget is spent

on research and development, and in health 4.6 per cent.
"Yet when we come to education, as important to the life of the mind as is

defense to the Nation or health to the body, we find at all levels of education
in America spending an aggregate of less than one third of one per cent of
their budgets on the processes of research, innovation and planned renewal.'
(Educational Research in Europe, p. 3).

The Sr ommittee conducted its fact - finding tour in connection with the

legislation about the National Institute of Education (NIE) that was soon to be

set up. NIE was thought of as a better instrument for improving American

education than the system of research grants and R &D centers run by the U.S.

Office of Education.
The situation by the end of the 1970s was characterized by criticism and

disenchantment about education in general and about educational research in
particular (Husen, 1978). This was reflected in the levelling off, or even

reduction, of funds going into educational research.
Educational research conducted chiefly by social scientists was expected to

provide an extended knowledge base for educational practice and policy in the

same vein as did the hard science for industrial technology. What was more

precisely expected varied from country to country depending upon the belief held

by the elite and the general public in what science could do. In Germany, there

was quite a lot of talk about "wissenschaftlichte Begleitung" (scientific

accompanying) of school reforms. Even though there were academics who thought
that researchers in the spirit of the Platonic philosopher-kings could come up
with the full answer to how educational problems ought to be resolved, in most
cases policymakers expected research to broaden their knowledge. Britain is here

a particularly interesting case. Like in the other countries in the 1960s in

Britain the government multipleid the resource available to social sciences with

the aim of broadening the knowledge base for welfare and educational policies

and their implementation. A British political scientist, Maurice Kogan, who for

some time had worked in the Department of Education and Science, some years later

conducted long interviews with two of the leading and most articulate ministers

of education Britain ever had, Edward Boyle and Anthony Crosland. In the ensuing

book, "The Politics of Education" (1983), we have the interviews on record.

Kogan characterized Edward Boyle as a "reluctant conservative", and Anthony

Crosland as a "cautious revolutionary". As a formally conservative Boyle was

somewhat lukewarm vis-a-vis comprehensivization, whereas "going comprehensive:

was on the top of Crosland's political agenda, when in 1964 he took office as

Minister of Education.
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Both ministers in retrospect make reference to the research that I and my
co-workers had been conducting in Sweden in connection with the school reform.
Boyle deplored the short thime span available for a minister in Britain with
his usually short period of tenure. He refers to Swee'sh Social Democratic
planning which due to the stable government was able to cover "a cycle of twenty
years over which a major piece of social engineering was achieved": first five
years of planning, then "five years of research by Husen" (Kogan, alcit., p. 77).
Boyle evidently thought that research played a pivotal role in the Swedish school
reform and regretted that given the lack of long-range political stability this
was not possible in Britain. Crosland, as is clearly evidenced by Kogan's inter-
view, also held educational research in high esteem, to the extent of inviting
me to come to London in 1965 in order to meet with him for a full day when he
was contemplating his famour Circular 10/65 to the Local Educational Authorities
requesting plans for the re-organization of secondary education. But he held a
more realistic and, in a way, more cynical conception of the role of research.
In response to Kogan's question why the Circular was not preceeed by research
he said (Koc:n, op.cit., p. 190):

"It impl.iee that research can tell you waat your objectives ought to be. But it can't.

Our belief in cu,zprehensive re- organisation was a productoffundamental value

judgement; about equity and equal opportunity and social division as well as about
education Research can help you to achieve your objectives, andI did in fact set
going a large research project against strong opposition from all kinds of people,
to asses'4andmonitor the process of going comprehensive. But research cannot tell
you whither you should go comprehensive or not - that's a bapicyalue judgement."

But the high-strung expectations about the "answers" research was to give
basic educational problems and tie ensuing improvements in educational prac-

tice were not met and therefore led to disappointment and misgivings. By the
mid-1970s I happened to meet a former German Minster of Education who in Willy
Brandt's government had been instrumental in increasing Federal support :or
educational research. During a long plane eie together the aggressively aired
his misgivings about the "uselessness" of educational research. He had prior
to coming into politics been a professor of mining technology and expected that
the "linear" R&D model that went straightforwardly from research through develop-
ment to improved mining product would work in education as well.

Educational technology

Another belief of the 1960s was the one in what educational technology based on
fundamental research on the learning process wouldte able to do in order to make
school teaching more efficient. Television, programmed learning with teaching
machines and computer-based instruction in turn came on the agenda as panaceas
for inefficient teaching. They all far from lived up to their promises. The
fundamental reason for their failure is, of course, that education is not a
manufacturing industry. In r'nufacuring you plan a process where you exactly
know what the final products are going to be. But in education there is a wide
margin of uncertainty, because its "raw material" has a wide, and largely
unknown, range of potentialities. It is in the nature of the educative process
of moving ahead always with a large range of options. Technology can replace
teachers only to a very limited extent in that process.

In a way, the setting up of the R&D centers in the United States with support
from the Federal government (Keppel, 1966) was carried by the hope that massive
investment in research in a particular problem area of the kind conducted in
industry would yield results that could be converted into product and methods
of improved kehool teaching.

.4.
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Funding of research

Policy-oriented research in education was practically non-existent before 1950.

The following two decades saw an enormous increase of financial resources for

research in education by direct government support for projects, funds available

to research councils. The arrangements varied quite a lot. In Sweden, the Social

Science Research Council was given considerably increased appropriations for

research of a more fundamental nature. In the 1960s at the two national boards

of education, the one for schools and the other for higher education, bureaus

of research and development with considerable resources were established.

In the Federal Republic of Germany, several central, research-promoting agencies

gave support. In Britain, as mentioned earlier, most of the support went through

the Social Science Research Council. In the United Strates, the Federal govern-

ment took the lead.
An importang, catalytic role in bringing educational research to bear on

crucial issues has in the United States been played by private foundations, such

as the Carnegie Corporation and the Ford Foundation. Not only have foundations

by providing initial grants to promising projects or innovations given
researchers an opportunity to tackle neglected problems. They have also been

instrumental in building up support for educational reforms by influencing

public opinion, for instance about equality of educational opportunity. It is

possible to identify several problem areas where the American foundations have

taken initiatives which have subsequently been followed by support on the

part of the Federal government.
In the mid-1960s the Bank of Sweden set up a research foundation, the so-

called Tercentenary Foundation, of a semi-private character which also has been

catalytic in supporting research in education, for instance the International

Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement. The board of the

foundation consists of six university professors and six members of Parliament.

Expanded labor market for researchers

Multiplied resources had led to a multiplication of people involved in educa-

tional research. Previously an embarrasingly large amount of research in education

had been done halfheartedly by teachers who wanted to qualify for administrative

positions. Given more resources young people could now invest in research careers

when positions at universities within a decade doubled or trebled. This had

repercussions in terms of vastly expanded graduate programs. The products of

the graduate schools became employed not only at universities but at various

administrative agencies as well in order to conduct surveys and other studies

directly related to ongoing activities. A new category of staff policy analysts

who served in a kind of liaison role between research and policymakers emerged.

Departments of education during the period under review here began to draw

upon the resources offered by ti,e whole range of social sciences. Earlier, most

education departments suffered from a kind of solipcism with a focus on didactic

problems and processes only. They were ready to take some help from psychology

departments, but had little or no contact with other social science departments.

Institutions, such as the University of Chicago and Stanford University, in the

1950s began to make joint appointment in the graduate school of education for

outstanding sociologists, psychologists and political scientists. This

substantially contributed to raising the quality and prestige of educational

research.
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Various settings for liaison between researchers and "consumers" of their products

The "consumers" of the products of educational research are in the first place
practitioners in the field and policymakers in various central bodies and the
administrator-bureaucrats who are ex2,:sted to provide direct background material
upon which decisions are supposed to be based.

Needless to say, the way reste-ch and policymaking relates in the four coun-
tries varies tremendously dependiwg both on the size of the countries, or rather
the populations, and the degree of centralization. Sweden is a special case in
both respects. It has a rather small population of 8 million, and consequently
the opportunities for personal contacts are much more favorable than in a
country, such as the United States, with more than 200 million inhabitants. It
is not too difficult for the Ministry or for the central agencies in Sweden to
get together or contact most professors of education. Furthermore, the role
played by the Governemnt and Parliament in Sweden in launching and promoting
educational changes differs, of course, strikingly from the situation in the
two federal countries, the United States and Germany. In England, local educa-
tional authorities have more influence than those in Sweden.

Liaison between research and central policymaking has been established with
different models in the four countries. One is by means of blue-ribbon government
commissions of inquiry, such as the so-called Royal Commissions in England and
Sweden which have been highly instrumental in preparing school reforms and the
legislation with them. Another model, which has been tried in a federal country
like Germany, is the setting of ad hoc bodies with both academics and politicians
who are expected to work out recommendations for a more uniform national policy.
In the United States, White House conferences have been held focusing on impor-
tant problem areas in education. Another U.S. arrangement has been the Panel of
Scientific Advisors in the President's office.

In Britain and Sweden Royal Commissions constitute an important element in
policy formation. Pressure bEgins to build up around a particular public issue,
for instance better access to higher education or more equitable taxes. Repre-
sentatives and advocates for the pressure groups begin to call on the Minister
responsibl for the particular policy area demanding that the issue should be
subjected to an Inquiry in dept by a Royal Commission. Simultaneously, the issue
is dealt with by the media, is discussed in newspaper editorials, etc. Finally,
the government gives way to the pressure or makes _ae judgment that it should be
politically convenient to remove the issue from th; forefront by "burying" it
in a commission of inquiry. Such a body is usually composed of representatives
of the various political parties in the Parliament, spokesmen for the
organizations on the labor market and other interest groups who have a stake
in the resoluation of the issue. The government gives the Commission certain
terms of reference for its work, which directs its inquiry either toward a
particular policy solution or leaves the field open for whatever solution the
Commission might arrive at. The Commission gets a secretariat at its disposal
and often conaucts its own systematic fact-f'nding and/or research. In Sweden,
for example, a considerable body of social ucdence research over the last 30
years has been conducted under the aegis of governmental commissions.

When the Commission has submitted its main report to the government, the latter
sends out the report "on remiss", for consideration and review, to various public
agencies and private bodies, such as central organs of the trade unions. These
reviews are submitted to the government that may decide, in case the reactions
have not been too negative, to pre- I legislation on the basis of the recommen-
dations and the reactions these miy lave evoked. Thus, the material provided
by the Commission and the reactions by the "remiss" bodies are part of the
legislative preparation. The Bill that is finally submitted for the consideration
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of Parliament often quotes directly from the responses received from the reviewing

bodies.
I have been going into all these details about the particular instrument of

policy formation embodied in a Royal Commission in order to illustrate the very
process of giving shape to a particular policy which finally is adopted by the
government and the Parliament, a process also involving researchers. In times
of reasonable consensus and political polarization the main issues in a par-

ticular field of policy are resolved by extended deliberations in Royal
Commissions. They have to "fight it out" over a certain period of time, usually
by arriving at compromises. In case the recommendations are supported only by a
majority within the Commission, the minority puts its disserting opinion on
record. The Secretary General of the 1957 School Commission which prepared the
comprehensive school reform in Sweden was the one who prepared the draft of the
Education Bill in the Ministry of Education and who, finally, served as secretary
to the Parliament Select Committee that dealt with the Bill before it came up for

plenary debate!
This is how the reform of the Swedish school system was prepared over a period

of more than 20 years, from the mid-1940s to the late 1960s. Two Commissions,
one from 1946 to 1952 and one from 1957 to 1961, dealt with the common basic
9-year school. Then, in 1960, a Commission was appointed to deal with the
gymnasium, the upper secondary level covering grades 10 through 12. Alle three
Commissions made extensive "use" of research (Husdn, 1962; Husen, 1978). I went
into more detail about "liaison" between researchers and policymakers in an
AERA plenary presentation in 1965 (Husen, 1965).

In the 1960s two bodies charged with the task of providing advice in matters
of reform of education and promotion of research were set up in Germany: the
Bildungsrat (Education Council) and the Wissenschaftsrat (Scientific Council)
(Becker in Husen and Kogan, in press). In order to ensure that they gave in-
dependent advice they were both organized according to a "two-chamber" system:
one Commission of experts and one Commission with government representatives.
The expert chamber of the Bildungsrat could arrive at decisions alone after
having consulted the chamber with government representatives, whereas in the
Scientific Council the two chambers had to arrive at decisions together. The
Education Commission had a far-reaching mandate for its work. It was expected to
draw up plans for German education taking into account the development trends
of German society, including the manpower training demand. Furthermore, it had
to make recommendations about the structure of the German school system which
so far had been characterized by a high degree of parallelism according to social
class. Hellmut Becker, who was vice-chairman of the Council, has from his
vantage point given us an informed picture of how researchers and policymakers
related in the Educational Council and its role in scientific enlightenment
(Buser: and Kogan. in press).

Another instrument for liaison between academics and politicians at the top
executive level has been to set up Panels to advise on specific matters or on
research policy in general. In 1962 the Swedish Prime Minister took the
initiative in establishing what explicitely was labelled a panel of liaison
between the cabinet and the research community. This body consisted of
some 20-25 reputed scientists representing the whole range of research disciplines

and half a dozen of those cabinet members who had ministerial responsibility
for various sectors of research. The entire panel was convened once or twice
a year, whereas an inner circle met more frequently to deal with more specific
tasks. The secretariat was in the Prime Minister's office. Relatively little
attention was, as could be expected, paid to social science and humanistic
research, including research in education. This liaison body tended, however, to

fade away, given the range of other tasks facing the cabinet members of the
panel and the growing diversity of issues the panel had to deal with, but it has

21
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recently been resuscitated.

In the early 1970s I had a personal experience of the Panel on Youth in the
President's Office where a group of experts under James Coleman's chairmanship
produced the report on "Youth - Transition to Adulthood". T'ais group was, of
course, far more removed from the concerns of top policymakers than the Swedish
panel which operated in a small country with a more closely knit network of
personal contacts.

CONCLUDING REMARKS AND - PERHAPS SOME LESSONS FOR TFE FJTURE

What conclusions do I draw from having been one of the actors on the scene of
policy-oriented research since the 1940s and recently hiving devoted some
studies to its role?

In the first place, there is a tendency to neglect fundamental research upon
which studies of more practical problems have to draw heavily. In times of
financial constraints there is a tendency to reduce tie visource going to the
study of more basic problems, because the damage is in the short run not as
noticeable as are reductions of funds going to R&D. A proper balance has to be
established between the fundamental research that forms the disciplinary basis
for successful studies of a more mission-oriented o': applied character.

There has been a tendency in most countries, where educational research is

supported by public funds, to develop project research of an ad hoc character
as a response to availability of funds for investigaging certain problem areas.
By a research grant an institute or a research group within an institute can
be kept alive for still a few years. The shortcomings of such a system are, of
course, lack of community and narrowmindedness to the conception of problems.

There has been a growing realization of research in education primarily as an
enlightnment instrument. In recent years social science researchers with their
base in political science, such as Carol Weiss (1980), have studied more
closely what kind of impact research has on the decision-making processes. In
the first p'ace, both her own and other empirical studies clearly show that there
is not such a thing as a given piece or project of research being "fitted" into

a given policy decision. Policymakers who were interviewed only in few and
exceptional cases could point out how a given research had affected their stance
in taking a particular decision. In the first place, decisions are seldom "taken",
they emerge out of a complicated web of pressures and influences of interest
groups, a process that often operates over quite some time during' which no
particular moment of a "decision" being made can be identified. Weiss talks
about "decisions accretion". Secondly, the knowledge relevant to a particular
policy issue most often derives from a multitude of pieces of research of which
each contributes a tiny bit to the "knowledge creep."

Thus researchers would have to learn to play an appropriately modest role far
removed from the one of pretending to act as philospher-kings. They lack both
the competence and the social conditions conducive to playing such a role. At
the basis of most problems of a policy-oriented nature that educational

researchers are expected to deal with arP value premises and political ideologies.
Thus the problems cannot be solved just by presenting valid research evidence.

But researchers can in a more modest vein make important contributions to the
"knowledge creep" in three respects. In the first place, they can by means of
their analytical training and methodological competence be helpful in reformula-
ting the problems and not least identify those aspects that are accessible to
research efforts.They can point out aspects that tend to be overlooked. Secondly,
they can serve in the enlightnment role in adding information that policymakers,
practitioners, and the general puLlic ought to pay attention to. Thirdly, and

,
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perhaps foremost, they can serve as critics. Those of them who hold tenured
positions can without being too hurt by reprisals examine the sacred cows.
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INTRODUCTION

International comparative studies on program evaluation encounter a major
problem while attempting to relate the multiplicity of curricula to a single,
limited test battery. Direct comparison of the national achievement scores is
seriously hampered by the differences between nations with respect to what is
tested and what is taught. This problem was recognized from the beginning by
the International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement
(IEA). In its first mathematics survey (Buser:, 1967), a measnre of opportunity
to learn (071.) was devised to capture the extent to which the intended
curriculum, situated at the Educational System level of focus, had been
implemented in the individual classroom (the implemented curriculum, situated
at the Classroom level of focus (Travers, 1980)). Further refinements of the
measure, inspired by the objections raised among others by Freudenthal (1975),
led to a somewhat different content coverage. The revised instrument, called
"opportunity to learn content of the IEA test" (Travers, 1980, p. 196) now
focuses on how much of the subject matter of the test is taught by the teacher.
In this sense the new measure essentially coincides with the notion of overlap,
as discussed by e.g., Leinhardt and Seewald (1981, p.85): "By overlap, we mean
the extent to which there is a match between the content of what is taught and
the content of the test used to measure progress in performance."

For the above stated problem, being recognized for quite some time (Cole &
Nitko, 1979; Comber & Keeves, 1973; Buser:, 1967, Rosenshine, 1978; Walker,
1976), mainly two approaches to the test-curriculum overlap problem have been

worked out. The curriculum based strategies try to eliminate the lack of fit
between curricula and tests either by developing new "criterion based" tests
(Hambleton, 1982; Leinhardt & Seewald, 1981; Popham, 1979), by altering
existing tests, or by equating curriculum and test content on the basis of
taxonomic analysis (Armbuster, Stevens & Rosenshine, 1977; Floden, Porter,
Schmidt & Freeman, 1978; Kuhs, Schmidt, Porter, Floden, Freeman & Schwille,
1979; Steiner, 1980). The measurement approach takes the overlap for granted,
but incorporates into the achievement analysis some numerical estimate of the
relationship (e.g., Cooley, Leinhardt & Zigmond, 1979; Konttinen, 1981;
Leinhardt & Seewald, 1981).

'25
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Although both strategies exhibit important intrinsic and pragmatic differ-
ences neither of them is really up to the specific problems posed by inter-
national comperative research. The elimination, or adjustement approach can
only partially be adopted when multiple divergent criteria are present. Although
the fit between the curricula and the tests can be maximized by careful
taxonomic analysis, important differences in the extend of content coverage
remain (see tables 12.1 and 12.3 of the IEA bulletin No.4, 1979). An additional
direct measurement of these differences, i.e., a measurement approach is
required. Fowever, the current ways in wilich these scores are subsequently
used - e.g., to explain part of the between country differences - do .ot
permit the type of qualitative insight gained by the elimination methods. To
overcome some of these relevance problems, we will expose a new methodology
for relating the OTL information to the achievement scores. The methodology
tries to combine the advantages of the qualitative, curriculum based approaches
with the straightforward bu* rather uninformative measurement solutions. A
brief srvey of the latter practices will provide the rational for our method.

MEASUREMENT APPROACHES AND COMPARATIVE hESEARCH

A first practice aggregates the OTL scores, obtained at the item level, to
construct a global OTL index for each pupil. This index is then correlated
with the achievement score (Comber & Keeves, 1973; Konttinen, 1981; Leinhardt
& Seewald, 1981; Walker, 1976). Aside from the presuppositions made - i.e.,
that all th, ectential topics and tasks are covered and well sampled by the
items (Kontti:..3n, 1981, p. 2) - all that results from the operations in the
best of cases is the confirmation of a highly expected phenomenon; exemplifying
by this the kind of trivial and uninformative conclusion we mentioned above.

A second measurement approach aggregates the OTL indices and item scores
over students, and studies their covariation over items (Konttinen, 1981).
Again a positive relationship is expected; and again its empirical realization
is quite trivial a finding. Less trivial is the finding of low, but, due to the
large number of cases, eventually significant correlations (e.g., Konttinen,
1981), suggesting that either the specific numerical treatment of the OTL
scores, the implicit rational underlying the analysis, or the operationalization
of the OTL criterion is inappropriate.

Still other ways of dealing with the OTL or overlap measures have been
conceived. Leinhardt and Engel (1982); Leinhardt and Seewald (1981) and
Leinhardt, 3igmond and Cooley (1982) used a regression approach. In the
regression equations overlap, besides pretest and process information (e.g.,
Instruction time, teacher behaviors, etc.), is used to predict the posttest
scores. Konttinen (1981) performed multiple classification analysis relating
item OTL type to item lic'iculty. The OTL types (item content given this
year ; T; given earlier E; later : L; etc.) referred to the number of
teachers that gave the rating to the item. Although a multiple R of 0.50
is obtained, Konttinen (1981, p. 8) concludes that : "... even in combination
the item OTI, measures have only weak relationships with item difficulty."
The same author also applied logit analysis of variance, i.e. linear regression
of the correct responses on OTL with logit link functions and a binomial
error model. In only 11 of the 176 analysed cases did the model fit the data.

In summary, the results of the measuring approach are rather disappointing.
Above we gave a number of hints as to why this could be the case. More
specifically, we do indeed believe that the OTL data contain relevant informa-
tion with regard to the achievement responses. But to obtain substantial data
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on the nature of this information, we 'auld not focus on the relationship

L'.cween the OTL e4.1 achievement scores, both perceived as unidimensional
constructs. Instead we should concentrate on the structural analogy of the
OTL and item response space; and we should do this with due respect to the

measurement level of the structural indices we can reasonable expect to

obtain. Indeed me of the items, judged by the teachers, and responded to

by the pupils, are - a complex nature, and are based on several constituent

bits of knowledge. The items may e.g., differ both in content, and degree of
importance. They generally alla refer to different behavioral categories. So
the global ratings of the teachers may very well express a multi-facetted
judgement, whatever the formulation of the OTL question. The answer of the
pupils may in the same way express a multidimensional phenomenon. From a
diagnostic, learn-theoretic point of view, it would be all the more interesting

to have an idea of the underlying aspects structuring both the OTL and the

oftrfLrmance space. This transforms the question about the relationship between

.2e OTL and the test scores to a question pertaining to the structural

similarity between the OTL and performance universes.

THE STRUCTURAL SIMILARITY BETWEEN THE OTL AND THE PERFORMANCE SPACE

To solve the structure similarity problem, we propose the following three
step procedure. First we specify how to obtain the raw structure data on

both OTL and achievement. We then indicate how information about the under-

lying aspects of the OTL and the performance space can be extracted. Lastly
we propose a method to check the structural similarity. In all three steps

we pay special attention to the measurement level of the data at hand.

P. very simple and popular way of obtaining the raw structure data consists

of constructing two similarity data matrices: one with regard to the OTL

responses; the other referring to the achievement scores. For each item

couple we calculate a similarity coefficient; whereby the type of coefficient
used is dependent upon the nature of the OTL and the achievement (ACH) measure.

For interval data we propose Pearson's product: moment correlation. For ordinal

data the polychoric correlation (Olson, 1978), or the Goodman-Kruskal gamma

is suited (Napior, 1972); and for nominal data we have the choice between

a number of association measures. In all cases the similarity coefficients

are computed over teachers (OTL), and over pupils (ACH).

In the next step we attempt to find the dimensions that underly the OIL

(or the ACH) structure data. Here again we can chose among a number of alter-

natives. In the application of the method, discussed underneath, we use non-

metric multidimensional scaling (MDS). Another option is factor analysis.

Although both methods have been criticized in the past on the grounds that

their explorative applications seldom resulted in a substantial contribution

to the field of interest (e.g., Shepard, 197 , their use is very well

established. Furthermore, we outline in the discussion section a non-explorative
approach, which combines steps 2 and 3 of the present method, and which is not

longer subject to the invariance problems associated with classical factor

analysis and MDS solutions.
The last, and crucial phase essentially consists of verifying whether the

structure found with regard to the OTL (or the ACH) data is also exemplified

by the ACH (or the OTL) similarity measures. Again we propose the use of MDS.

But instead of performing an explorative search, we will use a recently

developed extension : constrained MDS (De Corte, 1982). Unlike the popular MDS

techniques, constrained MDS (CMDS) produces a scaling solution which is not

only based on the similarity( za; but which also takes into account some
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prespecified hypothesis with regard to the underlying dimensions. The hypothesis
More specifically refers to the picture - i.e., the extracted dimensions; and
the order of the scaled items on each of these axes - obtained at stage two
of the global procedure.

Essentially two circumstance favor the adoption of CMDS. The first circum-
stances which is ;Iatively inspired is related to some of the current problems
associated with o, Nary MDS. These problems have been discussed at substantial
length by e.g., Shepard (1974); Borg (1981); and De Corte (1982). Most relevant
in this cop -xt are the difficulties with regard to the local minima, the
general indeterminacy of the solution configuration, and the resulting inter-
pretation problems. In fact, the negative circumstance is closely related to
the experiences which shadowed the use of explorative factor analysis.

The second, positively oriented circumstance has to do with the very common
observation that we generally dispose of more information than merely the
similarity data to obtain a scaling solution. This additional information may
take on a number of forms; thereby specifying the type of CDMS that will be
needed. Different types of CMDS have among others been proposed by Noma and
Johnson (1979) and Borg and Lingoes (1980), while de Leeuw and Heiser (1980)
discuss a very general algorithmic scheme.

We favour the use of additional ordinal restrictions on the point coordinates
(i.e., the dimensions). As is explained elsewhere (De Corte, 1982), we believe
that the adoption of a distance model for analyzing similarity data (as is the
case in ordinary MDS and in CMDS) is not entirely at par with a regional
(cluster) or manifold (simplex, circumplex, tec.) oriented interpretation mode.
Although the dimensions arrived at by exploratory MDS are arbitrary, a
dimensional interpretation still is the natural way of looking at an appro-
priately constrained MDS solution. The choice for ordinal restrictions on
these dimensions in its turn is based on the fact that the level of theory
building in the educational sciences is not that sophisticated as to warrant
the use of more fine-grained, linear restrictions. It e.g., suffices to look
at same of the leading taxonomic dimensions (Bloom, 1956; De Block, 1975) to
find that, although the order between the levels of a certain taxonomic aspect
(e.g., behavioral category) is clearly specified, no indication whatsoever is
given as to the intervals spacing the instances. The eventuality of categorical
taxonomic as_Icts will be discussed in a subsequent paragraph.

In summary, we propose the use of both constrained and unconstrained MDS
to solve the problem of assessing the structural similarity between the OTL
and ACH data spaces. The global procedure retains a good deal of the qualitative
approach in that learn-theoretic, and taxonomic principles, governing the Jata,
can reveal themselves. It is precisely at this level that the relationship
between OTL and LCH is investigated, and not, as is usual in the ordinary
measurement approach, at the (aggregated) raw data level. Finally, the relation-
ship is analyzed by means of a method - i.e., MDS with order constraints on the
point coordinates - that does not violate the somewhat crude standards of the
current educational and didactical theories.

MDS WITH ORDER CONSTRAINTS ON THE POINT COORDINATES

The technical machinery of our CMDS method has been presented by Noma and
Johnson (1979), Borg and Lingoes (1980), and De Corte (1982). Instead of a
recapitulation, we will focus on the concrete implementation of the method
for the purposes at hand. Suppose one is interested in whether or not the ACH
similarity data reveal the same qualitative structure as the one that shows
up in an ordinary MDS of the OTL scores. One way of translating the latter

r,8
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qualitative structure is by enumerating the order of the items on each of
the axes in the obtained solution. We consider the ACH data to have the same
structure as the OTL data whenever they can be scaled according to the above
specified constraints, such that the fit between the original similarity data
and the scaled distances, is not markedly less than under the unconstrained
scaling condition.

The criterion, specified for the notion of structure similarity, might be
too stringent in a number of applications. It may sometimes be reasonably to
expect only a partial resemblance between the OTL and the ACH structure; the
partiality either occuring at the dimension level, at the global solution
level, or pertaining to a combination of both. In a real application a total
of three dimensions may be required to display the OTL data. The first
dimension reflecting the importance, the second the behavioral category, while
the third dimension can not be meaningfully interpreted within a learn-
theoretic or didactic perspective. In such a case it would be acceptable not
to impose constraints on all three dimensions. Using only the restrictions
on dimensions 1 and 2, we then obtain an example of partiality at the global
solution level. When we furthermore regroup the obtained order of the n items
on the first dimension into a smaller set of ordered categories, and eventually
delete several items from the new order - the importance dimension in that way
being more neatly exemplified - we have an instance of partiality at the dimen-
sion level.

The above example made no doubt clear that the notions of partiality far
more reflect a qualitative necessity than a technical possibility. Full-blown
application of CMDS for the qualitative oriented investigation of the test -
curriculum overlap cannot materialize without the scaling technique being up
to these kind of situations. Suffice it to note that the algorithm performing
the constrained scaling - i.e., the CDM technique ( 9 Corte, 1982) can indeed

handle any of the forementioned instances.
Before turning to a pilot application of the three stage procedure, we

discuss a possible alternative procedure. It could be argued that there is no
real necessity for CDMS in the third phase : instead ordinary MDS could be

employed. A fourth stage would then be introduced to check whether the dimensions,
found in step 2 can be fitted in the picture of stage 3. Property fitting
(Chang & Carroll, 1970; Kruskal & Wish, 1978) is one such technique. Without
going too deep into the matter, the essential problem with such an approach is
a) that the solution configuration depenis on the initial configuration, and,
related to the former issue, that b) the =olution often is a local minimum.
Several authors have shown (e.g., Noma & 1979; Borg, 1981; De Corte,

1982) that for a given data matrix qualitatively different solutions - i.e.
solutions which can not be related to each other by means of the set of
acceptable transformations - may be obtained; all having approximately the
same fit value (i.e., they pertain to different but equivalent local minima).
Suppose that one or more of these local minima is associated with solutions
that indeed reflect the structural similarity, while the others do not. In that
case there is a substantial (but inestimable) chance for the similarity not to
be revealed, when the algorithmic search process does not take into account
the external information concerning the structural hypothesis. An appropriate
CMDS technique, on the other hand, will, under these circumstance, guide the
solution to one of the local minima within, on, or nearby (depending on the
way the restrictions are implemented) the feasible region - i.e., the part of
the solution space where the restrictions are met. Moreover the fit of the
CMDS solution will not be markedly different from the one associated with an
unconstrained representation. In other words, CMDS implies a substantial
reduction in the chance of a faulty rejection of the structure similarity
hypothesis, compared to the alternative approach.

29
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A PILOT APPLICATION OF CONSTRAINED MDS

Data.

The data used come from the Belgian (Fl.) population B sample (i.e., students
from the last year of higher secondary education, that have at least five hours
of mathematics a week), that was studied as part of the second IEA mathematics
study. We will not comment at substantial length on the sample. For a descrip-
tion see Brusselman-Dehairs (1981). Suffice it to note that some 600 pupils,
proportionally distributed over the different national types of population B
education, responded to the ACH test.

The raw OTL measures, obtained at the item level, refer to the estimates by
the national education inspectors of the percentage of population B students
that are expected to pass the items. The estimates were given on the basis of
whether or not the item content, the behavioral categories implied by the item,
etc. appeared in the intended curriculum.

The items, 22 in total, that were investigated, constitute one of the
parallel forms worked out in the IEA population B design. We took a form which
did not only contain questions from the international core, but which was also
augmented with five national option items. Apart from the binary pupil by
item matrix of individual achievement responses, we furthermore disposed of
the difficulty iLli,;es, calculated on the basis of the national sample.

Analysis.

The structure similarity hypothesis, concerning the OTL and the ACH data spaces,
was checked by means of the three step procedure explained above. After the
construction of both the OTL and the ACH similarity data (we used Goodman-
Kruskal's gamma for OTL and tetrachoric correlation for the ACH data), the
MINISSA algorithm (Roskam & Lingoes, 1970) was employed to reveal the under-
lying aspects of the OTL similarity coefficients. We found that an adequate
representation could be given in a three dimensional space. The stress (S = .046),
associated with this three dimensional solution (3D solution), indicated that
the representation is excellent (Kruskal & Wish, 1978).

The unconstrained 3D representation of the OTL structure data was then cc_i-
verted into a set of order constraints on the point coordinates; thereby

specifying the first external hypothesis (H1) with regard tot the ACH similarity
data. In a second approach (H2), we added a fourth dimension specification,
pertaining to the difficulty level of the items. Table 1 illustrates the
translation process to obtain the order restrictions for both the H1 and H2
scaling. Each first row of the first three blocks of table 1 refers to the
MINISSA 3D coordinates for the OIL data. The second row within each block
summarizes the corresponding ordinal translation. The rank numbers indicate
the order that will be implemented oa the ACH items for each of the restricted

dimensions. The fourth block illustrates the conversion for the difficulty
continuum.
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1
Hypothesis Stress Correlation'

00 data -
solution

Correlation
(r) restrict
dla. coordin.

Borg - Lingoes
dd - test
af = 228)

HO 0.130 0.862 n.a. n.a.

HI 0.178 0.782
0.725
0.673

2.0325

0.745
p>01.01

112 0.193 0.719
0.719
0.787

3.5402

0.654
p4:40.01

0.764

Table 2. Comparison of the accuracy with which H1 and H2 describe

the structure unde..iying the ACH data.

between the ACH similarity values (the data), and the corresponding MDS inter-
point distances, after both were transformed to rank numbers. The index
specifies the goodness of fit of the representation with regard to the data.
The quantities in column 4 are rank correlations (Kendall tau), which indicate
for each of the constrained dimensions the goodness of fit with the ordinal

restrictions.
The results in Table 2 show that while H2 is too stringent, the ordinal

restrictions, related to the OTL dimensions (H1), provide an acceptable basis
for structuring the ACH data space. Accordingly, the conjecture about the
structural analogy between the OTL and the ACH similarity data is confirmed.

Although it is not of central importance to the relevance of the methodology
put forward in this paper, we tentatively labeled one of the three order
restrictions which constitute Hl. The first order, corresponding to the first
MDS solution dimension of the OTL data, could be traced back to the taxonomic
work of De Block (1975). While the more widely known taxonomy of Bloom (1956)
is adopted in the IEA study to structure the cognitive items with regard to
"behavioral level", it is a fact that the classification of De Block is much
more repanded in the Flemish part of the Belgian country.

As a final illustration of the obtained results, we present in Figure 1 the
constrained MDS solution of the ACH data, superposed on the unconstrained
representation of the OTL similaritl data. Only dimensions one to three of the
ACH space - i.e., the externally constrained aspects - are represented.
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DISCUSSION

Our pilot application closely followed the three step procedure outlined above.

At that time, we mentioned the possibility of a completely non-exploratory
approach. We will first comment on that issue. A brief note on what to do when
the external hypothesis CE,7 not be translated into order restrictions, will

conclude the paper.
The main drawback of the present proposal is associated with the indetermi-

nacy of the unconstrained representation obtained at step two. Nothing
guarantees that the classical scaling of the OTL data space will result in the
exemplification of theoretically interesting aspects. However, as indicated
above, the use of constrained MDS need not be restricted to the third phase.
If the researcher has some definite guesses as to which important principles
govern the interrelationships whithin the OTL and the ACH space, he could just

try constrained scaling of both data sets. He then has two comparisons to
make. The first comparison relates to the goodness of fit with regard to the

OTL data. The second relates to the ACH data. Each comparison necessitates a)
the construction of a baseline - i.e., performing an unconstrained scaling in

a space of appropriate dimensionality -, an b) the evaluation of the constrained

solution, using e.g., Borg & Lingoes' t-statistic. Whenever both comparisons
turn out favourably, the researcher is provided with the confirmation of a
qualitative, and generally theoretically and pragmatically important insight

on the nature of the OTL-ACH relationship.
What to do when certain facets of the external hypothesis withstand the

translation into ordinal restrictions? Bahavioral level, degree of appropriate-
ness, centrality, etc. are all characteristics which lend themselves quite

naturally to an ordinal specification. This is however not the case with e.g.,
domain of interest, or content category. The latter principles clearly refer
to some sort of partitioning for which an ordering of the contained equivalence

classes makes very little or no sense at all. Although we do not advocate the
use of a distance model, anc' consequently, the implementation of a MDS

algorithm, for these cases, it might under certain circumstances nevertheless
be practical to perform a constrained scaling. Especially when the external
hypothesis is of a mixed format: same restrictions referring to an order
relation; some others pertaining to a partitioning. The algorithm, used for
the pilot application was extended to cope with this kind of situation.

In summary, we believe that some of the recent developments in the area of

MDS, can indeed be integrated in order to close the present gap between tests

(the criterion) and curricula. From a pragmatic point of view, the investigation

of test-curriculum overlaps should result in pinpointing those which not only

are effective, but which are also alterable. Constrained MDS precisely helps

in the confirmatory search for such aspe(cs.
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General Overview

R.W. Phillipps
Department of Education
Wellington
New-Zealand.

It is with some trepidation that I approach the task of giving, within a five
minute Presentation, an overview of a research project that has fully occupied
the attention of very many researchers around the world for the last seven or
eight years.

From the outset it is important to recognise that this study has attempted
to address the issues facing mathematics educators rather than attempting to
use mathematics as a surrogate for a more general measure of national achieve-
ment. The fundamental question behind the study is to ask that if there are
national or international differences in mathematics achievement wat might it
be within the system or ohs classroom that contributes to these differences.

The study has therefore concentrated its attention on three elements. It has
attempted to gather information which will enable an accurate desciption to be
made of each country's official curriculum, ie. the Intended Curriculum. As
well as gathering a wealth of information of a descriptive nature the study
has attempted, through the developement of international grids, to achieve a
consensus judgement of the importance accorded topics in mathematics by each
country and hence to codify each country's curriculum. Even though this is a
somewhat crude instrument it does appear that clusters of countries can be
identified which have common curricular influences and history. Work on this
aspect of the study is continuing in Urbana as part of the Curriculum Analysis
Report. These international grids also formed the framework for the selection
of the items in the cognitive test. To assess the match of the tests to each
country's intended curriculum, the National Mathematics Committees were asked
to rate the appropriateness of each item for their country - in other words
were the items acceptable. Clearly this measure needs to be considered when-
ever an attempt is made to assess the cognitive results if the tests are to be
kept in the correct perspective.

The second element was the attempt to indentify the Implemented Curriculumas it
occurs in the classroom and to study its relationship to the Intended Curricu-
lum.In other words do the official syllabus statements reflect what is actually
taking place in the classroom. One of the main measures intended to assess the
implemented Curriculum is the measure of opportunity to learn and a discussion
of this measure as it affects The Netherlands is the basis of the paper being
presented this afternoon.

The third element of the design is the Achieved Curriculum as portrayed by the

student outcomes - both cognitive and affective. The international Specialists
Committee responsible for the construction of the cognitive measures was very
conscious of previous criticisms of the first mathematics study instruments.

7
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In an attempt to provide as wide a curriculum coverage as possible in this
study, while at the same tine keeping the testing time to a minimum, item sam-
pling was used. T'is approach does pose problems for the creation of individual
student scores and hence any traditional IEA between-student analyses.
However, the approach will give stable measures for national and school or class
means.

The outcome measures are supported by extensive school, teacher and student
questionnaires with a number of attitudional measures. Some countries also admi-
nistered a measure of the students' perception of whether they had had an oppor-
tunity to learn the mathematics behind each item as well as an indication of
whether or not they used a hand calculator to solve an item.

And student as menzioned earlier the specialist committee was particularly interes -

2sted in what went on within the classroom and the variables which could contribute to

the explanation of any variance in the outcomes. Initially, it was hoped that
all countries would, at Population A, conduct a longitudinal study with a pre-
test and posttest as well as the administration of extensive questionnaires to
the teachers about how they approached the teaching of 5 mathematics topics
which seemed to be of interest in most of the countries. A number of factors in-
cluding the funding commitments of individual countries and the doubts they
held about the willingness of their teachers to cooperate with such an extensive
set of questionnaires has meant that only eight countries eventally took part in
the longitudinal aspect of the study. The initial analyses of these data are
showing promising leads in the identification of growth patterns and their

explanatory variables.
As can be appreciated this study has generated a mammoth amount of data

Within the very limited resources which have been available to the study every
effort is beingr -de to archive to data in a bank supported by fully documented
record of the status of each piece of data. It is hoped to make this bank avai-

lable around the world for secondary analyses.
The first results of the study are to be published in a series of reports

The first three official reports cover:

a. the Curriculum Analyses
b. the results from the Cross-sectional Study and
c. the Classroom Processes from the Longitudinal Study
And it is hoped that these will be available over the next two years.
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Some results of the second international mathematics
study in The Netherlands.

fh.J.H.M. Eggen, W.J. Pelgrum, Tj. Plomp
Twente University of Technology
Department of Education
The Netherlands.

INTRODUCTION

From November 1977 (till March 1983) the Netherlands was participating in the
Second International Mathematics Study (SIMS) of IEA. In this paper only a
global description of this project and its results are presented. For more
detailed inforwation we refer to the project proposal and other project publi-
cations (see re.erences). One of the possible uses of the data gathered in
the study is illustrated in this paper: viz. the description of several aspects
of mathematic curricula.

The SIMS is an IEA project. IEA is an international organization with about
40 member countries. Since the early sixties IEA has been involved in multina-
tional research projects. At first, attention focussed on the study of the
outcomes of the education in several disciplines. In recent projects a wider
range of educational research questions such as the causes of early school
leaving and the developement of an international item bank has been studied.
Twelve countries took part in IRA's first project: the first mathematics
project. The results of this study are reported internationally by Hus6n,(1967).
Wiegersma and Groen (1968) reported the results of the Dutch participation.

In the period 1970-1975 the Six Subject Study was undertaken. This investi-
gated reading comprehension, science, civils, English (as a foreingn language),
French (as a foreign language) and literature. The results of this study are
are reported in the 9 volumes of the International studies in Evaluation, while
the Dutch reoults on science and mother tongue are reported by Sandbergen (1974).

BACKGROUND OF THE SECOND MATHEMATICS STUDY.

In the sixties important changes in the mathematics educations took place all
over the world. Changing opinions about the content and the didactics of school
mathematics were the starting point of a profound revision of the mathematics
curricula (see e.g. Treffers, 1978, for a description). In many countries these
developements stabilized in the beginning of the seventies. The second part of
this decade is therefore a good period for a state-of-the-art study of mathema-
tics in the schools.

The major aim of the project is to give a description of the relationships
which exist between

a. The mathematics program (what is the content and the context of mathematics
teaching?),

LINEN111
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b. The affective and cognitive results of the students (what is the output of
mathematics teaching?) and

c. The teaching-learning process (in what way is the output achieved?).
We can study the mathematics curriculum on three different levels.

On the first level we have the intended curriculum, as specified in the offi-
cial documents of a country. The second level is the curriculum as implemented
within the schools and the classrooms. In the actual mathematics lessons the
intended curriculum is given its concrete form. Here the time to be spent on

the parts of the curriculum, the didactics and the methods are determined.
Finally, we have the attained curriculum: the (affective and cognitive) objec-
tives the students have attained. In the study the content of each of these
levels is described and the relationships between them are investigated. Each
curriculum level is a specia object of study in certain parts of the SIMS (see
fig.1). In this figure is also indicated on which level data are collected.

Study component Object of Study Data from

I Curriculum- Intended Countries

analyses Curriculum (educational
systems)

II Classroom Implemented School and

processes Curriculum Class

III Outcomes Attainded Student

Curriculum

Figure 1 : Schematic view of the study.

In the curriculum analysis part of the study, attentions is paid to the content
(i.e. the topics on school mathematics) and the context (e.g. school system,
examination system) of the intended mathematics curriculum. In this paper we
will not deal with these analysis; see Steiner (1980) for the first results.

The study of the teaching-learning processes within the classrooms is
(amongst others) directed tot the desciption of the implemented curriculum,
the methods used and the didactics applied in this methods.
In the third part of the study the cognitive and the affective resul's of the
students are assessed in relation to the intended and implemented -riculum
and several other variables (e.g. hours spend on home work and gender).

SUMMARY DESIGN AND INSTRUMENTS.

In the next sections only those data about the design of the study are mentio-
ned which are necessary for a good understanding of the results presented later.

The design of the study.

21 countries participated in the SIMS. The design of the study was a result of
discussions between the participating countries. Each country could take part
according to the complete international design or only in parts of the study.

The Netherlands decided for a limited participation in the SIMS, by restric-
ting itself to one of the two internationally proposed populations. The inter-
national definition of this population (population A) is: all students in the
grade level where the majority has attained the age of 13.00-13.11 by the middle
of the school year. In the Netherlands this population was
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deteimined as the second year of secondary education (US-grade level 8).
In the Dutch school system a number of different schooltypes can be distinguis-
hed at this grade level. First of all we can distinguish between schotol types
which offer a general education and school types which offer elementary voca-
tional education (LBO).

Schooltype Enrolment % in level 8 :N=276.807)

Pre-university education (VWO) 11,2

Higher general education (HAVO) 9,5

I:t-rmedite general education (MAYO) 33,2

Elementary technical education (LTO) 11,4

Elementary nautical education (LNO) 0,2

Elementary domestic science education (LHNO) 9,2

Elementary agricultural education (LLO) 2,2

Elementary trademan's education (LMO) 1,2

Elementary commercial education (LEAO) 2,7

Combination HAVO -VWO 4,4

Other comL nations 14,0

n

Table 1 : Schooltypes and enrolment percentage at grade level 8.(May 1981.)

In table 1 the major school types are given accompanied by the percentage of
grade level 8 students who are in these schoc_ types. VWO, HAVO and MAYO are
different streams in general education, while LTO, LNO, LHNO, LLO, LMO and
LEAO are different streams within the elementary vocational education (LBO).
In general students have different courses in each school type from grade
level 7 in the Netherlands. But exceptions are possible, which are expressed
by the "combination-types" displayed in table b. Within these schools choosing
for a specific school course is postponed until at least after grade level 8.
The combination HAVO-V190 is the most common combination.

One of the major goals of the Second Mathematics Study in the Netherlands
was to compare the implemented and attainei curriculum between major school
types. Because the mathematics courses in HAVO and VWO hardly differ at grade
8 level and beacause of the enrolment figures (see table 1) the population
which was actually considered in the second mathematics study consisted of all
students in the second year of HAVO /VWO, MAYO, LTO and LHNO. Using a stratified
random sample of classes from this population, the study was conducted in May
1981.

Table 2 contains the numbers of teachers and students contributing to SIMS.
The willingness of schools, teachers and students to cooperate was very
high: a,lout 98% of the distributed instruments were completed and returned.
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Teachers

Students

havo/vwo mavo Ito lhno total

60 70 57 49 236

1515 1718 1276 991 5500

Table 2 : Number of participating teachers (equal to the number of
schools) and the number of students.

For statistical reasons it was decided to sampY l.arger number of schools

(and so teachers and students) in the two types of elementary vocational edu-

cation, LTO and LHNO, than was needed to sample proportional to size. The
larger numbers allow us to make precise estimations of variables for each of

the sc:lool types in the project.

INSTRUMENTS.

The following tests and questionnaires were used:

1. Cognitive tests

2. student background questionnaires
3. teacher questionnaire 'opportunity to learn'
4. teacher backgr snd questionnaires
5. school questionnaire.

For this paper especially the instruments 1 and 3 are of importance.

The cognitive tests consist of 176 five-choice items. Each student answ ad

74 of the 176 items, by taking a test of 40 items, which was the same for all

students (core test), ani one of the four 34 item tests, each of which was

designed for a quarter of the students (rotated forms).
In the 'Opportunity to Learn' questionnaire several questions are posed to

investigate whether the subject matter, represented by the respective items,

was taught to the students or not. In other words: did the students have an

opportunity to learn the .sbject matter represented by that item? In the

Netherlands, for each item teachers had to indicate in which of the following

periods the subject matter concerned was or should be taught:

1. Primary school

2. 1st grade secondary school
3. 2nd grade secondary school: before Christmas
4. 2nd grade secondary school: after Christmas (but before date of data

collectior'
5. 2rd grade ,,.zondary education: after date of data collection

6. 3rd or higher grade secondary education
7. never.

To eliminate from this rating a hidden estimation of the difficulty of the
item for a particular class, the teachter was also asked to estimate (per
item) the percentage of students in his/her class who should be able to answer

the item correctly without guessing.
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RESULTS.

The Second Mathematics Study data bank contains data on various aspects of the
mathematics curriculum especially for the second year of secondary education
in the Netherlands. These data can be used in several ways: thin, give base line
information for the year 1981, as well as the possibility of several explorato-
ry data analyses which could result in generating hypotheses for future
research. In this chapter we restrict ourselves to presenting some data on the
actually implemented and attained mathematics curriculum in Dutch classrooms.

Number of weekly lessons in mathematics.

The Ministry of Education in the Netherlands does not prescribe the number of
lessons per week (of 50 minutes) in mathematics for the second year of secon-
dary education. In fact there are only regulations on the total number of
mathematics lessons during the total duration of a school type e.g. in MAYO,
Which has a 4-year course, it is prescribed that the total number of weekly
lessons of mathematics is at least 7. Schools are free in the way they spread
these 7 or more lessons over the grade levels. For this reason it is interesting
to describe the actual situation in grade level 8.
In figure 2 we see that the number of weeY'-' mathematics lessons varies between
as well as within school types. Although the mode in all schooltypes is 3 les-
sons per week, we see that the number of lessons slightly descreases from HAVO/
VWD, MAYO, LTO to TAM. The great variation between schools in LTO is striking.
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Fl
2 3 4 5

WEEKLY HOURS

1.TO(n=57) LHNO('i =.0)

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

WEEKLY HOURS WEEKLY HOURS

Figure 2 : Population A-distribution of the number of weekly hours
in each school type.
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Time devoted to mathematics topics.

As a consequence of the national examinations and their associated programs at
the end of each school type and because of the use of the available mathematics
textbooks, within a school type there is some uniformity in mathematics curri-
cula in the Netherlands. On the other hand schools and teachers have much free-
dom to determine which mathematics topics will be taught at which time and
with what emphasis in the mathematics classroom. Until now no systematically
gathered information about the actual time devoted to mathematics topics has
been available. To get an impression of the emphasis which is given to mathe-
matics topics in the Second Mathematics Study teachers were asked to estimate
the total number of hours during a year devoted to 14 mathematics topics. This
kind of time estimation has some disadvantages. Firstly there is a possibility
of overlap between the topics and secondly it is known that retrospective jud-
gement of time allocation is not very reliable. But when we use these data
only in relative rather than in absolute terms they are appropriate for
description purposes.

Figure 3 shows some striking differences between the school types in the
relative allocation of time to various mathematics topics.
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1. common fractions
2. decimal fractions
3. ratio and proportion
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5. measurements
6. geometry, plane figures
7. geometry, informal transformation
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8. geometry, other topics
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10. integers

11. powers and exponents
12. rational and real numbers
13. sets
14. probability and statistics

Figure 3 : Population A- relative allocation of hours for each mathematics
subject in each school type.
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In the general schooltypes (HAVO/VW0 and MAVO) there is much emphasis on formu-
las and equations. In elementary vocational education (LTO and LHNO) the time
is spread over many topics in comparison with HAVO/VWO and MAVO. Furthermore
it becomes clear that the topics, probability and statistics, and percentage
calculations have more emphasis in elementary vocational education than in ge-
neral education.

The implemented curriculum.

In analyzing the opportunity to learn-data at the item level it becomes clear
that within and also betwecn the school types there is a large variation in
teacher judgement of when mathematics subject matter is or was thaught. The
results of aggregating these data to the forty core test items are given in
figure 4.

O : HAVO-VWO

a MAVO

: LTO

: LHNO

-.1 o 4 4t o o8 v A a... a a J74, o oU c. C. la v
c' c0 o o

zro 0 4 t
A, 0 ai (F4 to to -0 0

zr 0)00 -, ry ^/ to

4I 0 0
Tr 2-4)., zr zr

LI LIb) b)

0

Figure 4 : Percentages answers (averaged over 40 'ore- items)
from teachers to the question asking when the subject
matter related to these items was taught to students
in their class.

Notable in figure 4 is that the cognitive items fit the Dutch mathematics cur-
riculum fairly well, because the percentages in the categories "never" and
"no response" are relative low. Furthermore it is clear that in general educa-
tion (HAVO/VWO and MAVO) mathematics subject matter is taught earlier than in
elementary vocational education. Finally it is apparent that teacherp in general
education believe that more mathematics subject matter is taught in priMarr
schools than do teachers in vocational education. This could mean that in voca-
tional education quite a few primary school mathematics topics are repeated.
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The attained curriculum (knowledge of students).

In table 3 the results on the mathematics tests are summarized. Means of percen-

tages correct are given for all items and for five subtests.

SUBJECT NUMBER HAVO-VWO
ITEMS

i
(N=1486)

MAVO
(N=1682)

LTO

(N=1248)

LHNO
(N=967)

Arithmetic (core) 11 82. % 63. % 48. % 36. %

Arithmetic (total) 19 a 21 80. 61. 47. 35.

Algebra (core) 9 86. 67. 46. 32.

Algebra (total) 16 a 18 79. 58. 40. 30.

Geometry (core) 11 77. 58. 48. 37.

Geometry (total) 19 a 21 74. 55. 45. 33.

Statistics (core) 4 91. 83. 69. 66.

Statistics (total) 7 a 8 85. 73. 61. 54.

Measurement (core) 5 80. 63. 53. 38.

Measurement (total) 9 a 10 79. 61. 54. 39.

--

Total (core+rotated) 74 78. 60. 47. 36.

Table 3 :
Percentage correct answers for subtests and total test

in each schooltype.

It can be seen in the table that the total scores and the scores on all the

subtests, decrease from HAVO/VWO, MAVO, LTO to LIINO. This clear trend is not

surprising, because it is known that the general abilities of students decrease

in the same order in these school types. Furthermore this could be explained by

the differences in time devoted to mathematics in these school types, as is

shown in figure 2.
In the next section we will discuss in some detail the question of whether

the actually implemented curriculum, as indicated by the opportunity-to-learn

data, is related to the variation in the mathematics test scores. Before doing

this some remarks will be made on the meaning of the opportunity to learn

ratings.

VALIDITY OF OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN RATINGS.

In the second mathematics study mathematics teachers made the following judge-

ments concerning all 176 test items:

1. Estimation of the percentage correct answers in the target class withcut

guessing.
2. When is, or was, the mathematics necessary to answer the item correctly

taught?
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These judgements were made with respect to the mathematics class, that war
involved in the study. The results presented in the following are based Oh the
forty items in the core-test. A first analysis of the opportunity to learn
results makes it clear that the two teacher judgements are not mixed up: the
percentage items in the core test, which according to the teachter were taught
before the testing date, has a low correlation (r=.25) with the mean of the
estimations of percentage correct over all core test items. But from this re-
sult we do not know yet what meaning can be ascribed to the judgements. As a
first exploration in this field we put the following questions:

1. What is the relation between the estimated and the actual percentages cor-
rect answers?

2. What is the validity of the judgements of whether the subject matter has
been taught?

Concerning the first question it appears that the correlation between the
actual and the estimated percentages is fairly high (r=.77) in the total sample.
We suspect that the effect of differences between the school types is great,
because the correlations within a school type are lower (in LHNO even 0).
Nevertheless we can state thrt there is a strong relation in the heterogeneous
total population. So we conclude that these are indications that the estima-
tion of percentage correct is valid.

To answer the second validity question we use the following method:
we compare the judgements of teachers in the sample with data from other sour-
res. From two other sources data are available on the period in which the
mathematics needed to answer the test-item correctly was taught. First we have
judgements from 4 experts from the Dutch testing institute (CITO).
These experts judged independently which test-.tems dealt with subject matter
taught in primary schools. The other source of information is an analysis of
mathematics textbooks conducted by experienced mathematics teachers. These
teachers judged when the-subject matter asked for in the. test items was
treated in the most commonly used textbooks in every school type. The primary
school items in the core test were identified as follows: those items that the
four experts unanimously judged primary school items. In figure 5 some of these
items are printed as an illustration, while in table 4 the opportunity to
learn results for all primary school items are given.
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K03 KO7 KII K14 KI5

Item

K20 K2I K24 K26 K30 K33 K35 K37K17 KI8

havo/vwo PRIM 63 23 42 15 22 18 62 27 37 3 45 58 77 53 25

GR.1 SEC. 15 10 13 48 10 50 20 60 8 8 10 2 15 27 27

GR.2 SEC. 10 7 38 30 5 28 12 8 5 72 25 3 2 10 12

HIGHER SEC. 2 40 3 0 50 0 0 0 33 10 17 5 2 2 5

NEVER 5 17 0 0 12 2 2 2 12 0 0 27 2 0 25

N.A. 5 3 3 7 2 2 5 3 5 7 3 5 3 8 7

mavo PRIM 56 11 26 19 7 2', 53 20 17 I 44 60 51 23 20

GR.1 SEC. 26 10 33 41 7 43 26 41 9 16 9 7 24 46 46

GR.2 SEC. 9 17 34 34 23 29 16 33 17 71 14 7 13 26 14

HIGHER SEC. 4 56 3 0 54 0 I 0 46 7 27 3 4 0 3

NEVER 3 3C0 10 0 3 4111713 13

G.A. 3 3 4 6 7 4 4 3 7 3 4 6 6 3 4

lto PRIM 32 2 9 5 2 11 16 12 5 2 9 39 9 19 4

GR.1 SEC. 16 14 26 26 9 25 37 33 7 18 14 21 26 28 28

GR.2 SEC. 35 39 49 61 39 58 39 47 44 65 42 16 40 44 51

HIGHER SEC. 5 37 4 0 37 0 0 0 32 9 28 0 12 0 7

NEVER 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 2 0 0 12 0 0 4

N.A. 12 9 12 7 9 7 9 7 5 7 7 12 12 9 5

lhno PRIM 41 0 12 6 4 14 20 24 4 2 6 35 18 16 16

GR.1 SEC. 27 18 22 12 12 14 35 43 8 0 14 18 16 51 27

GR.2 SEC. 24 53 31 78 53 65 31 12 43 20 39 16 31 24 37

HIGHER SEC. 2 22 22 0 27 0 2 8 39 57 33 0 27 2 6

NEVER 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 0 20 0 2 10

N.A. 6 4 12 4 4 6 12 12 6 6 8 10 8 4 4

PRIM = Primary education; GR.1 SEC. = Grade 1 secundary education;

GR.2 SEC. = Grade 2 secundary education; HIGHER S!C. =
Higher grade levels secundary

education; N.A. - No Answer.

Table 4 :
PerceW.age OTL-answers for primary education-items from the core test.

The rows in table 4 show for each school type the OTL-answer-categories. The
table shows that in considering the total sample the OTL-instrument cannot be
used for the identification of primary school mathematics. For the percentage

answers in the category 'PRIM' are often low, whilst at the same time the

percentage answers in the categories on secondary education are high. This

might be realistic because many primary school topics in mathematics are
repeated in secondary education. Looking at the shift of answers from the

category PRIM in HAVO -VWO to the category secondary education in LRNO, this

seems to be a plausible explanation, assuming that .sore repetition is

necessary as fewer primary school goals are reached.
As far as the validity of the OTL-judgments is concerned, the following

question might be asked: do teachers really teach what _hey say they do? In

this study we only can answer this question indirectly. Direct answers could
be given by performing observational studies, something that was not possible

during SIMS. However, an indirect answer can be given by means of the textbook
the teacher uses. A committee of teachers was asked to rate when the subject
matter in the ,Jathematics textbook, is taught. Each teacher was very familiar

with the textbook they were asked to consider. Ratings were made for the

following textbooks:
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Number of Raters

HAVO-VWO : moderne wiskunde
2

MAYO : getal & ruimte
2

sigma
1

LTO : denken, doen en begrijpen
1

LHNO : passen & meten
1

These ratings can be compared with the ratings of teachers in the sample who
use the same textbook. The textbook 'Passen & Meten' will be left out of conside-
ration, because only 3 teachers in the sample used this textbook.

Table 5 shows how the committee of teachers rated for each textbook the
occurrence of the subject matter necessary for answering a core-item nefore
testing d-te.

1 Vt. lit tt t
t pr t . r r tr.offk

N tat , Jr..
DIM D. Begr pen

L. UT, r'L lit the Sam"
ptalgIrl that tl. +0 J, t utter .64 taw; t to

tar 1,71.1

lace GIB G4A 6 MY MI DOB
p, AG ,T1.

I 1 100 I 1 WO 1 100 I 100
2 1 72,5 0 0 11 1 100 0 23,6
3 0 12.5 - IS - 47,3 0 52,4
4 100 1 1 100 100 0 52,4
5 100 1 1 100 94,6 t 76,2
6 69 1 1 64 61,9 26,5
7 32,5 0 9.1 21,1 61,9
11 62.5 1 36.4 97 LA
9 100 1 100 100 21,6
10 100 1 100 100 52,4
11 67.5 1 9.1 11.4 33,3
12 67,5 1 110,9 94,7 57,1
13 100 1 11.2 93,6 61
14 100 1 100 14,2 95,3
15 0 47.7 0 LI 0 U.S 21,6
16 100 1 100 100 111.5
17 100 1 SIA 73,7 94,2
11 37,5 - 63,6 47,4 52,4
19 25 1 0 52,6 14,3
20 100 I Si,. 63,1 66,6
21 SO 0 9.1 5,i 19,1
22 100 1 100 100 111

23 100 I 100 14,3 47,6
24 17,5 11,6 60,4 95,2
25 67,5 0 46,4 13,7 33,3
26 75 I 16.2 42,3 23,6
21 25 0 16.4 21,1 21,6
26 100 1 110.9 100 90,5
29 100 1 100 10,4 61,9
)0 0 0 9.1 0 14.4
31 37,5 0 9,1 15,6 19
32 62,5 I 0 06,9 13,6
33 SO - 36.4 15,6 23,6
34 75 1 61.6 100 23,6
15 77 - 11.6 77,9 66,7
36 67,5 I 61.1 17,5 33,3
37 67,5 1 74,7 52,7 71,5
01 100 1 100 100 65,7
09 75 0 0 47, 14,3
40 100 1 61.1 71 100

Table 5 Judwmenta for each core-item of th. ',resent* of the related
subject ratters In the textbook by embers of the Teacher
Cammittem).

Table 5 shows that the relation is fairly strong. Generally speaking, one can
conclude that items for which there is no subject matter in the textbook are
also less frequently taught. The contrary is also true. This shows
information from two different sources converges. The correlation between
these two sources is .79.
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Our conclusion from the preceding is that there are indications that the OTL-
instrument is valid for the identification of the implemented curriculum in the
first two years of secondary education. This means that the goal of measuring
"Opportunity to learn" is to a reasonable degree, realised. Again it should be
stressed that the instrument in this form is not suitable for the identifica-
tion of primary school mathematics. According to our impression primary school
mathematics can be identified in as far as it is not repeated in secondary
education.

RELATION OF OPPORTUNITY TO LEARN WITH TEST-SCORES.

It seems reasonable to assume that along with other factors the presentation or
non-presentation of subject matter will exert a strong influence on the know-
ledge of students. Students who are confronted with relevant subject matter in
the classroom should - ceteris paribus - perform better than students who were
not given the opportunity to learn the subject matter. In this section we will
present a first analysis related to this topic.

First of all we investigated the relation between the amount of subject mat-
ter taught and the test-scores of students. Figure 6 shows the scattergram of
these data. The conclusion is clear: there is no substantial relation, although
the Oserved correlation is, due to a high N, statistically significant.
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Figure 6 : Scattergram of the percentage items taught versus the
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Figure 6 shows that the measure of Opportunity to Learn used in this study
seems to be a bad predictor of student performance. This is a st nge result
because it would mean that presenting the subject matter has no e ct. An
alternative explanation might be that this result is due to the high el of
aggregation of data (i.e. total test-scores). Analyses on the item level ow
that for many items there is an effect. This means that in such cases class s
in which the subject matter is taught achieve much better than classes in
which the subject matter is not taught. Results of these analyses will not
presented here. Ongoing analysis are necessary to try to explain why for s
items the difference is large and for other items there is no difference.

CONCLUDING REMARKS.

In this paper some results of the Dutch participation in the Second Mathematics
Study are presented. The validity of the Opportunity to Learn instrument was
investigated and the data examined.

It was concluded that there are indications that the OTL-instru-
ment is valid for the identification of subject matter which is taught in the
first two years of secondary education. The weak relation of OTL with total
test scores raises questions which should be answered in secondary analyses.
Especially in this respect is the cross-national character of the study valu-
able, because comparable data from other countries are available. Ongoing ana-
lyses should investigate how possible different correlational patterns between
countries can be explained.

As a result of these analyses we will hopefully in a few years know more
about the quality of the OTL-instrumet, which is especially interesting in
curriculum implementation research.
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Comment on the Dutch paper.

R.W. Phillipps
Department of Education
Wellington
New-Zealand.

I am grateful for the opportunity to comment on The Netherlands paper in this
forum. I am especially pleased that the authors have seen fit to address the
topic of the opportunity to learn variable and its validity in The Netherlands

context.
Opportunity-to-learn has become one of the favourite sons of IEA since it was
conceived in the first IEA Mathematics Study. In that study the variable asked
the class teacher the approximate percentage of the students, 'to whom you
teach mathematics and who are taking this set of tests', whether the topic in
the question has been covered. The results from this question accounted for

a substantiobal proportion of the variance in a number of the countries. I note
though that The Netherlands apparently did not administer this question in tht-
first Study. In the Science Study the measure was refined although in this
instance it was the comnination of all the opinions of the science teach-
ers in the school that formed the variable. In the same study OTL entered the
regression model in most countries.
As I have said earlier, in the second mathematics study the prime aim of the
design was to address the problems of mathematics educators. Considerable
thought was given to the form the OTL variable should take. A number of the
obvious problems with the variable were carefully considered. It was clear
that we would need a measure which applied to the class and hence the question
should be addressed to the individual class teacher. It was also suspected that
in many cases the teachers' response was conditioned by their perception of
how many in the class would actually get a particular item correct. In the hope
of eliminating this confusion of thinking, the question 'What percentage will
get the item correct?' was asked directly before questions to investigate whet-
her or not the mathematics behind the item had actually been taught (or had
been assumed as taught) to the teacher's class. The Netherlands translation of
this question has had the effect of their being able to locate accurately the
time when the teaching event took place. I would hope in subsequent papers the
authors might follow up this aspect of when the item was taught in respect to
the testing date.
Before looking at the results in the paper might I just say a little in general
about the interpreation of the results from this study. Despite the obvious
interest many countries will have in their international ranking, I do hope
that cognitive outcomes io not get displayed without a number of caveats. It
is clear that the cogs ive tests are not entirely appropriate for all coun-
tries.
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Still it is hoped that in this study the international tests match the Inten-
ded Curriculum in all countries better than in the First Study. The degree of
appropriateness for a country is essential information. Even though a mathema-
tics topic might appear in an official syllabus, if the students' clearly have
not had an opportunity to learn it, their chances of a correct answer must be
very low. Even in their simplest forms the appropriateness ratings and the
OTL measures can signal warnings to any reader tempted to take a set of cogni-
tive scores at its face value. The interesting questions for each country are
the ways in which the Intended, the Implemented and the Achieved curricula
mesh. I hope this will be kept in mind in all National and International re-
ports. The emphasis being placed on the OTL variable in The Netherlands to my
mind bodes well for such responsible reporting. I would commend it to all
countries.

One other caveat that must apply to all those countries which wish to make
comparisons between the first and second studies, is the need to carefully
consider the comparibility of the samples particularly where different reten-
tion rates apply at the different times.

Perhaps talking about samples takes me back to the paper. The authors have given
a clear indication of the school types they have included in their definition
of Population A. However, I feel in an international forum it is unlikely
that foreign readers would appreciate that some 20% of the internationally de-
fined population has been excluded from The Netherlands population - another
caveat that should appear alongside any result of outcomes which are likely
to be generalised to the country level.

As one of the 'alterable' variables, time spent on mathematics, is obviously
important both within and between countries. Despite the need to rely on re-
trospective teacher judgements of the time spent on various mathematics
topics the data displayed in the paper showing the relative allocation of hours
to 14 mathematics topics should be of intense interst to the policy makers
and curriculum planners. I am intrigued to know how well the pattern displayed
for the 4 school types matches the perceptions of what was intended by the
official curricula. If they do not match is this a subtle subversion by the
textbook writers?
From the efforts made by The Netherlands to validate the OTL responses
through the use of a group of teachers analysing the most popular textbooks
I presume the textbook occupies an important role in mathematics teaching in
The Netherlands - as I suspect in all countries. I hope all countries will
follow The Netherlands in analysing their textbooks. This validation exercise
I think has unearthed a rather universal factor - that no matter how well
qualified or skilled teachers may be, their knowledge and capacity to judge
exactly what mathematics has been taught in previous years is suspect.
For population A in The Netherlands this may not upset the OTL judgements quite
as seriously as in New Zealand where Population A is the first year in the
secondary system. At least in The Netherlands the teachers were aware of the
previous year's curricula. In New Zealand I fear the disjunction of knowledge
could be having quite traumatic effects for may students. In itself this issue
must be of concern to all planners concerned with the unity df the school cur-
riculum. I would be interested in learning of any attempt in The Netherlands
to bridge the curriculum gap between the primary and secondary schools in ma-
thematics.

I sense a little disappointment from the authors that having accepted at least
a limited validity for the OTL measure they found that no real clear relation-
ship exists between the OTL and the class cognitive achievement results in
The Netherlands. Perhaps we are asking too much of the OTL measure when we
look for strong correlations between OTL and individual student scores.
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Clearly teachers can honestly claim they have gone through the motions of

teaching the mathematics required to answer the item. Only analysis at the
classroom level could throw light on how succesful the teacher had been in
teaching all students in the class. Hence the greatest strength of the mea-
sure may well lie in the between country analyses. It could tell us whether

or not teachers are attempting to implement the official curriculum. A simi-
lar investigation might welll be undertaken between school types in The Nether-
lands. If there are countries with strong correlations between OTL and achieve-
ment, it could well be telling us something about the effectiveness of a coun-
try's teachers' ability to reduce within class differences.
The attached paper by R.A. Garden, International Coordinator for the Study,
sets out additional reasons why weak correlations are not unexpected. However,
it is early days yet and there are still many ways the opportunity to learn
variable could be explored. I am sure that the group an Enschede will have
already considered analysis by subacores which I would predict would produce
stronger relationships. Would it not be worthwhile to explore the responses
by teacher qualifications? An indication from the New Zealand results is that
the teacher's estimate of how many students in the class will get an item cor-
rect may turn out a better predictor of achievement - this measure must con-
tain some element of the opportunity the teachers believe have been offered

the class as well as their perception of their eft-activeness. It could well be
explored in this context.
Whatever the final outcome of the national and international investigations
of this variable, I am sure its importance will not be underestimated and
once again may I plead for at least sounding the need to consider the concept

of OTL when anyone mentions a cognitive score.
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ATTACHMENT: Teacher opportunity -to -learn and achievement (by R.A. Garden).

Several investigators have expressed surprise and dissapointment that the
relationship between teacher judgement of opportunity to learn and achievement
is not generally a strong one. The follwing outlines some of the reasons for
the expectation of a strong relationship in the IEA Mathematics Study being
unrealistic.

Milumum prerequisites for a strong relationship irclude:

1. Accuracy of teacher judgement of OTL.

This depends on the teacher knowing gell what is prior knowledge, absence
patterns for the class and also calls for rather difficult judgements for
some items. Consider the item (4) + (-13) = ? If a class had had the oppor-
tunity to learn items like (-5) . (-2) = and 'z + = ?
the decision about whether the class had had the opportunity to learn the
mathematics needed to answer (-4) + (-'3) = ? correctly is not
straightforward. For high ability students the answer is probably 'yes"
and for low ability students "no". Much finer shades of judgement are nee-
ded for items which test skills which have been taught but which are not
quite in a form students are familiar with. TOTL scores tend to be low for
analysis level items, for example, even though the skills required might
only be addition or substraction of whole numbers and the recognition of a
pattern.

Indications are that teacv..: judgements tend to be reasonably accurate, es-
pecially when aggregated, but reliability would ue a long way from 1.

2. Item sensitivity to OTL.

Items be such that they will be answered correctly by almost all stu-
dents judged to have had a opportunity to learn the required mathematics
and incorrectly by those judged not to have had this oppertunity. IEA items
were not selected with this as a criterion. Items with high discrimination
were selected but discrimination was based on general mathematical ability,
not on OTL. Thus for an item on which the TOTL measure is 100% it :..en be
expected that better students will give correct answers and weaker students
incorrect answers. For maximum discrimination on IEA criteria between 50%
and 60% of students will answer correctly.

3. Negligible decay (fade) of learning.

Some items of test matter will have been learned up to 3 or 4 years prior
to the target year in some countries. For these items students are judged
to have had the opportunity to learn. In many cases they have also b.d the
opportunity to forget. Thus an item which has a 100% TOTL measure wi.J.1 pro-
duce a range of mean p-values across classrooms.

Studies of OTL by ETS found that fox strong relationships between OTL and
achievement items should test material that has been recently taught and
should be at the computation level of behaviour.

Consider the attached figure. In it some relationships between teacher OTL
and class level (mean) p-values are hypothesized.
Given the nature of the items, ie, 5 alternative multiple-choice very few will
have mean class p-values beluw 0.1 (line AN). AD then represents the ideal,
with the mean p-value approaching 1 as OTL approaches 1)0%. This would happen
with classes of students who were of very high ability but yet were ubable to
solve problems containing untaught matter by building on or making deductions
drom knowledge they should have. Experience with the "French" items ett popula-
tion A and population B levels indicates that the very able students are indeed
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able to do this. Thus KD represents an conservative upper limit for mean p-
values for classes of able students and allowing for careless responses,
misreading of questions etc KP might be even more realistic.
Item selection methods ensure that there also effective upper limits for
"middle ability" and "lower ability" classes and that these ai likely to be
of the order shown by lines AC en AB respectively. Items which were too "easy"
(ie likely to be answered correctly by more than 80% of students) were rejec-
ted to avoid ceiling effects unless there were other good reasons for
retaining them. A "good" item for the purposes of the study would have a p-va-
lue for a national sampin of around 0.6 and thus middle ability classes would
have mean p-values at about this level. For similar reasons lower ability clas-
ses have an effective upper limit to mean p-values as shown.
Very few countries have more than a handful of item OTL values below 35%.
KL then represents a boundary on the left of which very few points on a plot

of against wean class p-value would fall. For a number of countries few
items have OTL measures above 95% so few points would fall to the right of MG.
We are left with the area LMPK within which almost all points would fall.
Since there is, in most countries, a continuum of class ability levels points
will occur throughout the region. If all the points were within this region,
and if, as is likely, points were rather symmetrically placed with respect to
the line of regression, low correlations could be expected. This is especially
true for subsets of items for which KL is much further to the right than in

the figure.
So why do we get moderate correlations for some countries on some subtests?
More by accident than design there are a few items which fall near A in the
region ALJ. These items, it seems to me, help to "fix" the regression line and
by increasing the OTL range while at the same time being confined by a decrea-

sed p-value range, to raise the correlation coefficient.
In the case of The Netherlands there are effective lower limits to both p-va-
lues and OTL measures for each school type. The effect of this is probably to
spread point widely in the region LMPK and thus produce a low correlation. It
is likely that if OTL and p-vElues were aggregated to school type level the

points would be well ordered ind the corrJlation high.
If the above discussion has ail, validity a stronger realtionship between TOTL
and achievement should be ottained if class ability level is controlled. As a

rou9n and ready check of this proposition Teacher OTL measures aggregated over

all core test items for each IZ class were correlated with class means. With
all 199 classes included the correlation was 0.23 while with the 30 highest
1d 30 lowest scoring classes excluded the correlation was 0.30.

For The Netherlands data item level TOTL (aggregated to country level) was cor-

reiated with p-values of all computation level items in the test forms for

Population A. The correlation obtained was 0.42.
Strongest relationships should be expected for content subtests of computation
level items, especially for those subteazs where most of the content was taught
in the target year. At this point, however, the aim of the exercise must be
considered. Any subtest which fulfils all of the above conditions for high
correlation between TOTL and achievement is unlikely to be adequate as a cri-
terion variable for the broader purposes of the study. The utility of TOTL as

a key predictor vari,,)le in a causal model is therefore yet to be determined.
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General Overview*

A. Purves and S. Takala
University of Illinois
Urbana, Champaign
U.S.A.

The main criterion variables for this study are (1) students' performance on
a number of writing tasks and (2) students' attitudes toward schooling and
toward composition writing. The main explanatory variables deal with descriptive
characteristics of the school and its community, the educational program and
curriculum of the school, teaching practices, students' home background and
interactions in the home, student motivation, and the amount of writing
undertaken in class and in contexts outside the school.

The instruments were developed mainly by staff at the Coordinating Center
for the study in collaboration with the Steering Committee whose members
represent five different countries. Before the first drafts were prepared,
theoretical analyses of problems related to them were carried out. Several
alternative approaches of carrying out the study were discussed before a
selection was made by the International Study Committee (ISC).

Cognitive variables.

The selection of the writing tasks, which are th key cognitive criterion
variables, was based on a number of considerations. National Centers
provided information about the curriculum on a detailed questionnaire.
They also sent copies of important examinations in written composition, and
lists of typical writing assignments. In addition to this information,
which was collected to maximize curricular validity, the selection of tasks
was also based on a theoretical model of the domain of writing and of written
composition, developed by the Steering Committee. Like all preparatory work
done by the Coordinating Center and by the Steering Committee, the tasks were
checked for relevance and appropriateness by the National Centers, whose
comments were used in the revision of instruments.

There has been a high degree of agreement on the theoretical model of the
study, and on the model of domain specification. It has been more difficult
to obtain an equally high agreement on the particular selection of tasks from
the domain. On most tasks the agreement has been high. Where disagreement has
occurred, it has concerned the emphasis of different types of tasks. A few
National Centers felt that narrative/descriptive/expository tasks were unduly
emphasized at the expense of more expressive writing. New tasks have been
developed to take this into account. Subject to the decisions of the Inter-
national Project Council (IPC) and the ISC, they may be included in the
international core component or may be made available as national options.
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Explanatory variables.

The first drafts of instruments to measure the explanatory variables were
based on the model designed for the study. In revising the school, teacher,
and student questionnaires prior to pilot-testing, the Steering Committee drew

upon the model and on the comments from the National Centers.

The appropriateness and clarity of the instruments being pilot-tested

in all countries participating in the study. Pilot-testing data will be used

in revising all the instruments for the main testing program.

It can be seen that the development of the ' _truments is based on the

cooperation of all participating countries. The Coordinating Center and the

Steering Committee usually provided the initial plans and drafts for the
National Centers, which in turn provided feedback to assist the Steering

Committee to revise the instruments.

* Reprinted from IEA-Newsletter, no. 2, July 1982.
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Results and effects of MA Written Composition Study in
The Netherlands.

H. Wesdorp

University of Amsterdam
Centre for Educational Research
The Netherlands

INTRODUCTION

The IEA written compositior study has three aims:
1. Description of the written composition curriculum in various participating

countries.

2. Description of societal, school and individual variables that might influence
achievement in written composition.

3. Analysis of the relations between achievement in written composition and the
instructional variables in the light of the background variables (societal,
school and individual).

In Holland - and probably also in the other participating countries - we started
by making preparations for the description of the status quo. In the first place
we carried out research into the literature in order to establish what instruc-
tional variables might be important in written composition teaching. We presup-
posed that an overview of the empirical research into the effectiveness of

various instructional variables would provide us with a number of variables which
we should have to include in our descriptions. We also assumed that it would in
any case be no bad thing to gather together the empirical research results of
several decades in a clear and readily comprehensible form. Particularly in a
country like Holland, where little or no attention has been explicitly directed,
by means of systematic research, at the charting of the process of writing in-
struction, a review of this kind would be anything hut a luxury. I shall shortly
present some of the results of this literature review in a strongly condensed
form.

In the second place we drew up a questionnaire aimed at the most importint
aspects of the instruction process and sent it to a representative sample of
Dutch secondary schools, where they were filled in by teachers of the first,
second, third and fourth forms. We are now, for the first time, able to say how
written composition is taught in Dutch schools. Our results have so far only
been partially worked out; I shall shortly tell you about some
findings which are based on some 700 completed teacher questionnaires. We hope
soon to publish a report containing a detailed analysis of the survey results,
based on more than 1000 teacher responses.

In the third place, besides the results of the first phase (i.e. the litera-
ture review and the description of the status quo in the classroom) I can report
to you on some side-effects of the IEA written composition study. It is not
just the research results themselves that are important: the effects that they
have on the work of other investigators can also count as part of a project's
'yield'. And in our institute the literature review led to the idea of introdu-
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cing and testing in the Dntch situation a number of instructional techniques that
experience abroad had shown to be interesting. The first such project, scheduled
to last three years, has already started. It is designed to study the effects of
peer evaluation on the quality of pupils' written work.
A second project, also of three years, is now in preparation and will examine
how certain prewriting activities, particularly training in structural and orga-
nizational skills, influence the quality of written products. I shall be saying
more on this subject in a moment.

AN EXAMINATION 0? THE LITERATURE TO ESTABLISH CRITICAL VARIABLES IN WRITTEN

COMPOSITION INSTRUCTION

We examined 158 quasi-experiments on the effectiveness of various instructional
variables. We distinguished 18 different instructional techniques. Some of these,
such as teacher feedback (i.e. various ways in which the teacher can provide
feedback) proved to have been studied with some frequency, others less often.
Here I shall review only the most important results of this research overview
(Wesdorp, 1983). It is important to know which instructional variables have
clearly positive effects on pupils' written composition and which do not. The
chief results are these:

Clearly positive effects are shown to be the result of various pre-writing
activities, i.e. activities focusing student attention on the question of how
to organize a text, how to generate ideas, on problem-solving categories, and on
rules for systematically treating a subject. Among the pre-writing activities,
the pre-writing discussion about the composition task is the most wellknown and
this task receives so much attention that a special paragraph has been devoted
to it. Positive results are also achieved by using stimuli (writing assignments)
that fit the individual student. Of course, the question remains whether educa-
tion must always aim for writing tasks that 'fit' the students. It is, of course,
possible that the educational goals may not match the general preference of the
students. Nevertheless, the fact of the positive results of investigations using
stimuli chosen by or personally experienced by the student is a factor that
should not be discounted in the teaching of composition. Transformational sen-
tence-combining exercised also appear to have a positive influence on writing
ability. In a fairly large number of experiments such exercises have not only
turned out to show an abundantly clear positive effect on a student's sentence
structure - a result that was to be expected - but also on the general quality
of the written material.
Clearly positive results were also found in experiments in which the effects of
peer-evaluation were studied. The great practical advantage of this approach,
which lightens the extensive evaluation task of the teacher, is obvious. But
apart from that, the effect of this approach on writing abilities are, to a
large extent, positive. This effect may be explained by educational and commu-
nicative theories. The revision of a text, i.e. rewriting after comments by the
teacher, also has shown positive effects on the quality of the written material.

Doubtful effects. Most of the experimental variables discussed in the litera-
ture do not show very convincing results. In the majority of experiments, a
fairly large group of instructional variables do not show positive results. This
does not prove conclusively that these instructional variables are irrelevant.
It 6ies mean, though, that the positive expectations that were held on theoreti-
cal grounds have not been fulfilled in the course of the investigation. Or to
put it differently, there is not much evidence, so far, to favor these experi-
mental variables. Of course, the validity of such a statement depends on the,

sometimes questionable research designs.
What are the experimental variables with doubtful effects? They are: the
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workshop/writing-lab approach, group work, the reading models approach, the
methods that lean heavily on individual conferences between teacher and student
or tutor aed student, the individualized approaches, and the approach in which
the writing frequency is stepped up without special assistance.

Limited or no effects. Finally, there are a number of instructional variables
for which research has conclusively shown that they have very limited or no in-
fluence on composition ability, despite originally high expectations. For example,
the general effect of various forms of teacher-evaluation has been disappointing.
The way in which the teacher gives the evaluation (positive Jr negative and cor-
rective, extensive or concise, detailed or global) seems to make little diffe-
rence. The group of investigations on teacher-evaluation does not offer us a
clear direction. The question, 'which form of teacher-feedback works best?'
remains unanswered until now.

Equally lacking in convincing results are investigations into the effects of
various approaches based on grammar. It turns out that the 'traditional grammar
approach' clearly has little effect in comparison with approaches advocating a
more direct training of language abilities. The use of 'structural grammar' does
not show convincing results either, as is the case with the use of 'transforma-
tional generative grammar'.

THE PRESENT STATE OF WRITTEN COMPOSITION INSTRUCT1JN IN HOLLAND

We asked teachers of Dutch schools questions about their objectives in writing
and about the emphasis they place on particular aspects and exercises. We also
asked them about the way they teach written composition in the narrower sense:
the kind of asssignments they give their pupils, the teaching material used and
the way pupils receive feedback, and the araunt of time spent on the subject.

Here are some of the provisional results. These are valid for secondary edu-
cation as a whole, though naturally there are differences between the various
kinds of secondary schooling. Our sample embraced the chief types of school, i.e.
both the (lower) vocational types of school and the (higher) more academic types.
Moreover there are also, of course, differences between classes; we have put
'together the results of the bottom four classes in all the schools, so that the
sum total is an overall, approximate, and - because these results are taken from
only about two-thirds of all the questionnaires returned - provisional result.

Objectives.

A clear majority has the opinion that the general purpose of our teaching of
written composition is to enable the pupil t., communicate well in a variety of
practical situations (e.g. at home or at work). This objective, oriented on prac-
tical communication, is more highly favoured than other objectives which have
more to do with the pupil's personal or intellectual development.

Particular aspects and exercises.

This practical objective aimed at by the majority of teachers is in sharp con-
trast to what they actually do in the classroom. Much attention is paid to seman-
tic exercises (vocabulary and the correct use of words), spelling and writing
conventions, parsing and naming the parts of speech; much less time is devoted
to 'practical' exercises in collecting and selecting from material, constructing
an argument or the systematic treatment of a subject. If we look at the sorts
of assignments that are popular in written composition teaching in Holland, we
are forced to the same conclusion: the emphasis is certainly not on practical
communication.

The various sorts of letter-writing activity are unpopular, and the same goes
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for instructions, announcements, circulars, short notes or advertisements. The
most popular sorts of assignment are narrative topics: reproducing a story heard,
completing a story already started, writing a personal narrative, a report in
narrative form, or a personal anecdote. This attention to personal and narrative
forms of writing is accompanied by attention to summaries and book reviews.

Teaching material and the design of written composition teaching.

The majority of teachers use textbooks as their teaching material, though 'ho,ne-
made' material or material collected by the teacher is ilso used.
The way written composition is taught is determined largely by the individual
teacher. Generally it is the teacher who decides what 'subject the pupils are to
write about. Sometimes the pupils have a choise from a number of set subjects,
but very often they are then not allowed to decide what sort of writing task
they will perform using the stimulus material provided (which is generally a
short list of 'titles').
Composition is individual work, with every pupil working on his own: not much
group work is involved. Although teachers say they pay attention to the various
stages of the writing process, very few of them get the pupils to collect infor-
mation, have brainstorming sessions, draw up their own guidelines, or revise
their own texts. A minority link written composition as practically as possible
to realistic situations with a real purpose and an actual audience.

Feedback.

How do Dutch teachers provide their pupils with feedback? The vast majority make
comments and suggestions for improvement in written form: each pupil is given
back his essay, with assessment and/or corrections, to read for himself. In quite
a lot of cases the most important mistakes are dealt with and discussed in class.
What form do teacher comments usually take? Must commonly one finds the follo-
wing variants: the teacher gives a numerical or alphabetical mark, or a single
word with no further comment; he provides a written comment of two or three
iinqs at the end of the essay; or he makes more detailed comments, including
suggestions for improvement. But what happens with these comments is uncertain:
there is no evidence to show that teachers make a habit of having their pupils
revise their written work on the basis of the comments passed on it.

Besides teachers, pupils themselves are also involved in the feedback pro-
cess - albeit to a much lesser extent. Fifty per cent sometimes, and fifteen per
cent often get their peers to comment on their work.

Time spent.

How do teachers divide up their time on the various aspects of verbal ability?
There are considerable differences between individuals, but on average something
over 2 teaching periods is spent on writing per month, compared with 3 on rea-
ping. Thus written language skills receive something over 5 periods a month. The
same applies to oral skills: speaking (more than 2), listening (just under 2)
and discussing (1) also add up to about 5 periods. Besides the two periods in
class (approximately 111 actual hours), the same amount of time is devoted to
writing as homework. The amount of time spent on writing is probably low: if one
compares the two teaching periods a month with the total number of teaching
periods (about 120) one has a telling illustration of how important we in Holland
regard the teaching of written skills of self-expression.

I have now covered some provisional results from our examination of the status
quo - research which has for the first time provided something like an accurate
picture of written composition teaching in Holland. We are also preparing
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an overview of the theoretical discussion that has taken place in Holland over
the last few decades concerning the didactics of teaching written composition.
For foreigners, of courze. this theoretical discussion is probably a good deal
more interesting than the somoWn.--t hazy (not to mention grey!) picture of
reality that I have sl,nwn you. Unfortunately at present our survey of the chief
schools of thought about the teaching of written composition is not yet finished.
It will he published in the very near future with a summary in English (Damhuis,
De Glopper & Wesdorp, 1983).

SIDE EFFECTS OF THE IEA WRITTEN COMPOSITION STUDY

One of the arguments leading to the start of the study was that it would high-
light the importance of written composition skill itself and would also stimu-
late other research. It has certainly done that: the review of empirical research,
viz. quasi-experiments which first and foremost set out to study didactic varia-
bles manipulated by the teacher. The criticism that this sort of research has
attracted is well known: it starts from a 'scientific' model, ignores many con-
textual factors, and fails to do justice to what is going on inside the pupil.
himself. We therefore also reviewed the research that has concentrated on the
writing process since the early seventies (Bochardt, 1983).
There are also other signs that interest in the increasing body of literature on
the writing process is growing in Holland. The research review also draws
attention to the possibilities of peer evaluation as an educational principle,
and to the positive aspects of certain prewriting activities in the field of
organizational skills.

A project to investigate the possibilities and effects of peer evaluations
has recently started (Rijlaarsdam, 1983). It is designed to establish whether
having written material read and assessed on a regular and systematic 'oasis by
fellow pupils has any effect on a pupil's own written composition skits. The
project allows such effects to be detected in two ways. In the first place la/
examining differences in the writing process, particularly in planning and re-
vision behaviour, and second by detecting differences in aspects of the end
prodact, in particular its audience orientation. The project started in April
1983 and is scheduled to run until 1986.

Another project, designed to study the effects of training in structuring and
organizational skills on aspects of written composition ability is currently in
preparation (De Glopper, 1983). Here the research carries on from the quite
positive results of literature studies in the field of prewriting activities.
One group of pupils will learn to use heuristics (problem-solving procedures)
for solving structuring and organizational problems arising during the writing
of texts of an expository or explanatory nature (expository writing). Another
group will receive theoretical instruction on textual structure and organization,
asd will be taught to analyse the structure and organization of model texts. The
project, which is due to take about A years, will look in various ways at the
effects of these two forms of prewriting activity (De Glopper, 1983). It is
scheduled to start in the spring of 1984.

CONCLUSIONS

In Holland the IEA Written Composition Study has produced results that are both
valuable and new: an overview of the literature and a review of the status quo
which for the first time equips us with a good idea of how, and to what extent,
written composition is currently taught at Dutch secondary schools. At the same
time the IEA study has provided the impetus for an in-depth study of the
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literatre on the writing process, and for exploration of the possibilities of
peer evaluation and certain prewriting activities. Moreover, for many of the
participants the international co-operation between mother-tongue specialists
are not a little nationally oriented, which has meant that the exchange of know-
ledge acquired in this field has been slower than it might have been. The fact
that the IEA Written Composition Study may lead to the publication of an 'Inter-
national Review on Mother Tongue Education', the first truly international jour-
nal in the field, testifies to how stimulating working in an international
environment can be.
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Comment on the Dutch paper.

A.C. Purves
University of Illinois
Urbana - Champaign
U.S.A.

Dr. Wesdorp has descr. bed certain results of the IEA Study of Written Composi-
tion for The Netherlands. As Chairman of the International Project Council for
Written Composition, I am pleased that these early results are precisely what we
hoped would be the outcomes of the initial phases of the study for each partici-
pating country, and I can report some similar results from elsewhere.

The IEA Study of Written Composition, like many other of the IEA studies, has
two broad aims. The first and announced aim is to provide descriptive data con-
cerning the performance of students in a school subject and to relate their per-
formance to data concerning school policies and practices. By developing a study
cooperatively across nations, the data derived provide policy makers and teacher
educators with the possibility of exploring alternatives to the current practices
of a country. They also can provide a lens through which a policy maker or
teacher trainer can see a particular country's results as a choice rather than
as a necessity. The finding, for example, that students in one country write
excellent narrative compositions but poor argumentative compositions and that
the students in another country write excellent arguments and poor narratives
tells the educator that good argumentative writing may result not from some
developmental law but from a curricular decision in each of the countries.

The second aim of an IEA study is clearly as important as the fiist. The Wri-
ting Study, like previous IEA projects, enables a group of subject matter spe-
cialists from around the world to work together to define the domain and the
various alternative practices in instruction in that domain. In many cases, the
domain had not been fully conceptualized before IEA came onto the scene. Such
was clearly the case with literature and civic education. So too, it has been
with written composition.

During the first three years of the project, the members of the Project Stee-
ring Committee have had to undertake a number of tasks. The first was to define
the domain of school writing internationally. The second was to define the
major constructs in the pedagogy of writing, that is, those practices and stra-
tegies that seemed to differentiate writing curricula and to affect student per-
formance. The third was to define achievement in written composition from an
international perspective - so as to give instruction to those who would score
the students' compositions. The Committee has accomplished these tasks and in so
doing has involved the National Research Coordinators from each country.

A part of the results of this work appears in the volume published by Perga-
mon Press in December 1982. "An international Perspective on the Evaluation of
Written Composition". Portik.as of this volume have also been published and made
available to teachers in Finland, Italy, The Netherlands, Hungary, and the
United States. A second publication is that of Dr. Wesdorp, which has, through
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its abstract, received broad attention in the United States. In Italy, the
Teacher Questionnaire, because of its detailed exploration of alternative
instructional practices, has been used as the basis for in-service education
programs. In Indonesia, the study of the background for the curriculum has pro-
duced one doctoral dissertation. The scoring scheme that has bean developed has
now been tried in other projects and seems on its way to affecting large scale
assessments in several countries, even some not directly participating.

In a sense, these effects of an IEA study are fugitive, but they are perhaps
the most long-ranging effects. I believe that in nearly every field that it has
explored, the IEA method of cooperative inquiry across nations and across
languages has brought about subtle and profound changes in the way people think
of a subject area, of curriculum and instruction in that area, and of the
assessment of stadent performance in that area. Such effects as those Dr. Wes-
dorp has described for the Netherlands are as important as, if not more impor-
tant than, the final volume of a study.



Section IV

The Classroom Environment Study.
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General Overview*

B. Avalos

Ontario Institute for Studies in Education
Toronto
Canada

In most countries of the world the predominant form of teaching still involves
a single teacher engaged in 'classroom' teaching and learning with a group of
about 15 to 50 students.

Although other patterns of organization are possible, it would be difficult
to develop any mahor changes in these well-established institutions and
practices.

It follows that a faster method of improving the education of students in
schools across the world is to acknowledge the problems associated with major

organizational changes and, instead, to focus on improving the quality of the
education taking place in traditional classroom situations.

Working on the above assumption, the IEA Classroom Environment Study:
Teaching for Learning rep-,.ents a collaborative effort to identify classroom
processes and factors that affect student learning and to develop teacher-
training programs that are grounded on empirical research.

AIMS OF STUDY.

The general aims of the study are:

- to identify teaching practices which are correlated with improved student
achievement and attitudes;

- to examine the relationship between such teaching practices and both
cont xtual factors and student learning behaviours;

- to determine the degree to Which those teaching practices can be fostered
through relatively simple teacher-training programs;

- to determine the degree to which the training and the changed practices cause
improved student achievement and attitudes.

In pursuing its aims, the IEA Classroom Environment Study has been designed as
a two-stage effort cov. 2ng a period of five years. In the first stage - the
Correlational Study - ega attempt 19 being made to examine the relationships
between contextual factors, teaching practices and student learning behaviours
and to identify teaching practices correlated with improved student achievement
and attitudes.
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The major alterable variables being examined at this stage are: time on task,
feedback, correctives, cues and questioning. The correlational findings are
then to be translated into recommendations for teaching practices to be used
in the development of teacher-training materials and programs.

In the second stage - the Experimental Study - the teacher-training programs
based on the results from the first stage will be given tc an experimental
group of teachers. Studies will then be conducted to determine the degree to
which the recommended teaching practices have been fostered through the
training programs, and the degree to which the training and the changed
practices contribute to improved student achievement and attitudes.

INSTRUMENTS AND DATA COLLECTION.

At present twelve countries at various stages of industrial development are
participating or planning to participate in the Correlational Study during
1981 - 1983. Most of these countries will be conducting their data collection
in mathematics classrooms at the 5th grade and/or 8th grade levels.

Research instruments to be used at the international level have been
designed and are being translated and adapted to suit national requirements.
They include a comprehensive set of classroom observation instruments to
inform about the teaching context and classroom processes. Findings about what
occurs in classrooms will be related to results on student cognitive tests and
surveys of student perceptions of classroom processes. The training of
observers makes up and important part of the study and workshops for this
purpose have already been carried out in different world regions. Likewise,
there is scope for the development of optional research instruments to be
used in some countries only. Data collected at the international level will
be analysed at a cen ralized data-processing location.

OUTCOMES.

Beyond its value for each country, it is expected that the study will produce
knowledge of the kind available only from research conducted across national
boundaries. In each country the study will have the same basic design, and will
measure similar variables concerned th teaching practices and types of

educational outcomes. The grade le and subject matter will be similar in
each country. The study should demonstrate useful methodological procedures
and also lead to the improvement of teaching in many countries.

*Reprinted from IEA-Newsletter, nr. 1, January 1982.
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Student activities and learning outcomes.

W. Tomic & E. Warries
Twente University of Technology
Department of Education
The r..therlands

INTRODUCTION

In this preliminary paper we shall report on results of a small part of the so
called correlational study. The results in this paper are based on systematic
observation of mainly student activities during mathematics lessons.
During the schoolyear 1981-1982 eight lessons of a sample of 50 mathematics
teachers have been observed. Thus 400 lessons in the 8th grade have been
recorded.
The study had two major aims:

1. To observe and measure the o,curance of preselected teaching and learning
activities in the classroom. In this paper we are focusse1 on student
activities, the involvement of the student and the nature of the teacher's
involvement in those activities.

2. To explore whether there exists a relationship between teaching and learning
activities on the one hard and student cognitive and affective outcomes on
the other hand.

The ultimate end is to translate the knowledge about these relatio-ships in
recommended teaching practices. We want to draft a profile of an effective
maths teacher.

In this paper we report on actual information about the course of things in the
classroom which have been recorded rather objectively and precisely. Valid and
fairly precise statements about e.g. student engagement during mathematics
lessons are possible.

Way of reporting

The data which have been collected by the Classroom Snapshot Instrument in
combination with student outcomes yield information to answer two questions:
1. How often do preselected student activities occur?
2. Which observed student activities are associated with learning outcomes?
To answer the first question the frequency scores and their Etandard deviaticns
are reported. To be able to compare the student activities with one another
percentages are given at the same time.
As to the second question two statistics are reported which reflect the rela-
tionship between the proces and the dependent variable: Pearson - and the
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partial correlation coefficient. For reasons of interpretation we inspected
scattergrams to explore the linear relationships between student activities and
student outcomes.

Outline of the paper

In section 2 below we will briefly mention the observation system which has been

used in the correlational study.
As the data presented in this paper have been gathered by the Classroom Snapshot
Instrument we shall discuss this instrument in some detail. What follows is a
description of categories of student and derived student activities. Then the
role of the student and the nature of the teacher's involvement will come up for
discussion. The focus then will be on the results with regard to frequencies
and percentages of student activities and the role of the teacher. Next

will follow an analysis of the relationships between student activities on the
one hand and learning outcomes on the other hand.

THE OBSERVATION INSTRUMENT

The observation instrument that is used in the Dutch part of the CES was derived
in large part from that developed by Jane A. Stallings at SRI International.
This observation system is used to record student activities in the classroom
and interactions between teachers and students.
The system as used in the Netherlands contains mainly two sections:

1. The Classroom Snapshot Instrument and
2. The Five Minute Interaction Instrument.
The last instrument registers in detail the interaction between the students and
the teacher during the five minute observation periods of the class. In this
paper we .restrict ourselves to the results obtained by the Classroom Snapshot
Instrument, a very small part of the so called correlational study.

The Classroom Snapshot Instrument

This instrument is used to indicate:
1. The diversity of activities during the observed mathematics lessons;
2. The number of students activelly engaged in the various activities;
3. The number of students not engaged in the activities and finally
4. The role or the nature of the involvement of the teacher with his students.
The various activities recorded by the snapshot instrument were coded five
times during one observed period of 45 minutes. So we have got a picture of the
classroom activity on five separate moments.
The emphasis is primarily or -tudent activities and secondly on the teacher's
role.
Below we shall first give a description of the ten student activities, further
the engagement of the student and finally the teacher's role.

Description of student activities

1. Listening to a lecture/explanation/demonstration.
The students are listening to the teacher who is presenting academic informa-
tion in the form of a lecture, explanation or demonstration. All kinds of
materials can be used.

2. Reviewing previous work.
The students are reviewing previous work, e.g. checking tests and assignments.

This activity is directed by the teacher.
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3. Participating in discourse/discussion.

The students are interacting with the teacher e.g. the students respond to
teacher questions which may form part of the general lecturing mode or an
evaluative mode.

4. Participating in oral practive/drill.

The students are participating in an oral practice or drill activity which
does not form part of any evaluation.

5. Seatwork: taking tests.

The students are taking a test or performinj some formal evaluative task.
6. Seatwork: reading silently.

The students are reading silently some subject-related books.
7. Seatwork: written assignments.

The students are working on written mathematics assignments.
O. Seatwork: laboratory/manipulative.

The students are working with laboratory equipment.
9. Non-academic.

There is no academic activity in the classroom, Activities are transition,
procedural, seating arrangements and disciplinary.

10. Other.

This is a category for academic activities which does not fit in the above
categories.

Description of derived student activities.

1. Variation in student activities.

Number of different student activities that occur in 40 snapshots except non-
academic activities. Maximum is 9.

2. Variation in student activities within um: lesson period.
Number of different student activities in a lesson period (five snapshots).

3. Variation in student activities at the same moment.
The mean number of different student activities in one snapshot.

4. Amount of seatwork.

Number between 0 en 1 indicating how often seatwork accurs followed by at

least one other student activity. Seatwork at the end of a lesson is not
taken into account.

5. Student participation.

Number of students actively involved in the assigned academic activity devi-
ded by the total number of students, multiplied by 100: Percentage engaged
students.

The role of the student.

1. Engaged students.

irese students are actively involved in th teacher assigned academic activi-
ty. This provides a measure of academic engaged time. It is not possible in
this Classroom Snapshot Instrument to be engaged in activities which are not
academic in nature.

2. Non-engaged students.

If students are not academically engaged in the assigned task they are non-
engaged.

Teacher's role.

1. Teacher is interacting with student.

This means that the teacher is actively leading the group or interacting with
one or more students.

This role may be observed with student activities 1, 2, 3 and 4.
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2. Teacher is monitoring.
The teacher is monitoring or observing the students on an individual or a
group basis. This role will often be observed with student activities 5, 6,
7, and 8.

3. Teacher is uninvolved.
The teacher is not involved with the students. He may be working on admini-
strative tasks and not monitoring student activities.

Student instruments

Of course the choice of instruments for measuring student cognitive and affec-
tive outcomes is important for this study. The initial and the final student
questionnaire provided data on student background, attitudes and perceptions.
The items used in the Netherlands for the greater part were identical to those
used internationally. The variables for which data were collected by means of
the student questionnaire were student characteristics such as sex, age,
educational plans, the level of parental education, parental occupations and
the language spoken at home.
The attitude variables included attitudes toward school, toward mathematics,
self-related attitudes and sex-related attitudes. In the final student
questionnaire items were repeated from the intial questionnaire on self-related
and sex-related attitudes toward mathematics. Variables like perceptions of the
classroom task-orientation and perception of both classroom instructional events
and practices and of management events and practices were included.

As for the cognitive pretest we decided to use items already developed by the
CITO. Ultimately 20 items were selected. For a rationale of items and for an
extensive report on this subject, we refer to Krammer, 1982.
The cognitive posttest was mainly developed by ourselves and included 24 to 48
items. The reliability (KR 20) of the pretest was .61 and of the posttest .71.

RESULTS

Student activities.

As stated before in 'The Classroom Snapshot Instrument', in describing the
Classroom Snapshot Instrument, the nature of the student's activity is first
recorded. An overview of the results is given in Table 1.
Next to the mean frequencies also the mean percentages of the activities are
reported, in order to make possible a comparison between the two.
As explained before non-academic student activities also were coded. These
activities occurred in 15% of the cases. At first sight this seems to be a
considerable loss of time on task. Of the preselected student activities
'reviewing previous work' occurs most. Over 27% of time students are engaged in
previous work of subject matter which has already been dealt with. Reviewing
previous evaluative tests comes under this heading too. After 'reviewing', the
student activity which we have named 'listening' for shortness sake, comes next.
In 23% of the observed cases students do listen toithe teacher who is lecturing,
explaining or demonstrating.
As for written assignments a mean percentage of about 22 has been found. Usually
this means that students are doing mathematic problems/exercises. The mean
percentage for participating in discourse or discussion is 11%. This means that
the teacher within the scope of instruction or evaluation asks questions and the
students answer his/her questions.
The remaining student activities like participating in oral practice or drill
(we do not mean hearing lessons), making tests or doing other assignments in a
formal evaluative situation, reading in a book and lastly seatwork with
laboratory equipment, don't occur very often. With the exeption of the test

this is actually understandable in mathemat,4q. education.
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The teachers were asked not to give evaluative tests which will
then 15 minutes to their students during the observed lessons.
the low frequency of the student's activity 'test'.

Table 1: Classroom Snapshot I.Jtrument: Ten student activities.

last longer
This explains

number
variable

name
variable

mean
frequency

mean
stan.dev.

M1 Listening 10.14 5.3 23

M2 Reviewing previous work 11.74 5.0 27

M3 Participating in discourse/discussion 4.86 5.2 11

M4 Participating in oral practice/drill 0.04 0.3 0

M5 Seatwork: test 0.40 1.0 1

M6 Seatwork: reading 0.02 0.1 0

M7 Seatwork: written assignments 9.40 6.2 22

M8 Seatwork: laboratory 0.04 0.3 0

M9 Non-academic 6.52 2.6 15

M10 Other 0.14 0.3 0

100

Relationships between student activities and learning outcomes.

In Table 2 correlation coefficients between student activities and learning
outcomes are reported. The five most frequently occuring activities were
listening, reviewing previous work, participating in discourse/discussion,

written assignments and non-academic activities (see Table 1). Two of these
activities are negatively associated with student achievement, namely written
assignment and non-academic student activities. This means that working
independently on mathematic problems is negatively correlated with learning
outcomes. Obviously the frequency of this alterable student activity should
be diminshed by the teachers. Written assignments however take up an important
part of the lesson: a mean percentage of 22 has been found. Non-academic

activities also correlate negatively with achievement, i.e. in general the more
time spent on non-academic activities, the worse the achievement. This sounds
plausible indeed. Further there is a trend for a positiv association between
reviewing previous work and both cognitive and affective outcomes. This activity
occurs rather frequently (mean 27%) in classroom practice.

Two relative high correlation coefficients have been found for the variables
'test' and 'reading'. In the table 2 is shown that these results are little
realisitc: there are no linear relationships. At last it is notable that the
student activity 'listening' is positively associated with student attitudes.
One possible conclusion is that students like this - for themselves - rather
passive occupation.

°l)
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Table 2. Correlations between student activities and learning outcomes.

correlation

number name with cognitive

variable variable posttest

partial
correlation
with cognitive
posttest

partial
correlation
with affective
posttest

M1 Listening .04 .04 .24"

M2 Reviewing previous work .20N .19N .20x

M3 Participating in
discourse/discussion .02 .02 -.25NN

M4 Participating in oral
practice/drill .10 .09 -.05

M5 Seatwork: test -.28
1)

-.27
NW -.44N mm

M6 Seatwork: reading -.28
1)

-.-/ .05

M7 Seatwork: written
assignments -.18 -.18 -.10

M8 Seatwork: laboratory -.15 -.15 -.10

M9 Non-academic -.18 -.19 -.03

M10 Other .06 .05 .09

p = .10
NM

p = .05
XXX

p = .001
1)

= non linear relationship according to scattergrams.

Derived student activities.

In this e$,ction we shall pay attention to five so called composite variables
derived from the directly observed singular variables. A summary of these
variables including mean scores and standard deviations is given in Table 3.
Each derived variable is followed by an explanation so that the desctiption
of the derived student activity gets clear. The calculation of the mean scores
in question is explained too. It is obvious that the reported mean scores
cannot be compared with one another. From the data it appears that the average
number of student activities (SS1) is five. By way of explanation we mention
that the total number of observed student activities in the Classroom Snapshot
Instrument is nine. So the maximum value of derived student activity SS1 equals
nine. In the section 'Student activities' we already mentioned which activities
occur most.
As far as variation in student activities within one lesson, a mean score of
0.44 has been found. Because five snapshots per lesson were recorded, this means
that on an average at least two different student activities occur per one lesson.
By means of the Classroom Snapshot Instrument at the same time it was recorded
whether during one snapshot different student activities were going on (SS3).
Looking at the mean score in question (1.07) this does not appear to be the

case.
1.1
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So there is no evidence for variation in student activities at the same moment.
Explored as well is how often self-activity by students occurs (SS4).
We don't mean seatwork at the end of the lesson, but a knowingly selected and
planned activity amidst the other observed student activities.
Seatwork defined in this manner still occurs to a considerable extent. Finally
and that is interesting, by combining singular variables from the Classroom
Snapshot Instrument, we can get an indication of student participation. The
proportion of actively involved students in the assigned academic activity is
over 73%. At this stage it is not advisable to give our opinion about the
acceptability of this finding.

Table 3. Classroom snapshot instrument: Five derived student activities.

Number Name
variable variable Explanation

SS1

SS2

SS3

Variation in student
activities

Variation in student
activities within one
lesson period

Variation in student
activities at same
moment

SS4 Amount of seatwork

SS5 Student participation

Number of different
student activities
in 40 snapshots (8
observed lessons)
except non-academic.
Maximum: 9

Number of different
student activities
per lesson period
(5 snapshots)

Mean number of
different student
activities during
one snapshot

Number between 0 and
1 indicating how often
seatwork occurs,
followed by at least
one other activity

Number of students
actively involved
in the assigned

academic activity
devided by the total
number of students
multiplied by 100:
percentage engaged
students

Mean
frequency dev.

5.00 0.53

0.44 0.05

1.07 0.07

0.14 0.15

73.29 10.21

u
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Relationships between derived student activities and learning outcomes.

In table 4 there are three process variables with reference to variation in
student activities (SS1 to SS3). Variable 3S1 refers to the total number of
different activities which occurred in the eight observed lessons per teacher.
According to the scattergrams there is no linear relationship between this
derived variable and student achievement. The partia) correlation coefficient
with student attitude is negative; however no data are available about the
linearity of the relationship. Neither the occurrance of different activities
within one lesson (SS2) nor the occurrance of various activities at the same
moment (SS3) are associated with student achievement. For achievement it is of
no consequence whether the teacher varies frequently student activities.
Variable SS4, amount of seatwork amidst, is calculated to allow for this
derived activity to be distinguished from self-activity at the end of the
lesson. For as we know the last mentioned activity is frequently practised by
teachers to fill up the remaining time, so that the students can start with their
homework meanwhile. With the derived variable self-activity during the lesson
we tried to measure to what extent self-activity is selected knowingly by the
teacher. Practices which demand self-activity from the students are: reading,

written assignments and laboratory-work.
There is no association with achievement. With regard to the three single
activities (M6, M7, M8) there is a negative relationship with achievement, see

table Possibly these activities have a negative effect on achievement in so
far as they are applied at the end of the lesson. The derived variable student
participation (SS5) correlates positively with the criterium variable cognitive
posttest. That is to say the greater the proportion of students actively
involved, the better the achievement. This is in conformity with former
research by others in the corresponding concept 'academic learning time'.

Table 4. Correlations between derived student activities and learning outcomes.

Number
variable

Name

variable

Correlation

with cognitive
posttest

Partial

correlation
with cognitive
posttest

Partial
correlation
with affective

posttest

SS1 Variation in student
activities

-.14 -.13 -.35

SS2 Variation in student
activities within one
lesson period

.07 .05 -.02

SS3 Variation in student
activities at same
moment

-.15 -.13 -.14

SS4 Amount of seatwork -.05 -.03 -.10

SS5 Student participation .31* .32* .06

*p = .01
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Teacher's role.

As mentioned before, the nature of the teacher's involvement was considered as
well: teacher is interacting, is monitoring or is uninvolved in student
activities. A summary of the three observed role's and their explanation are to
be found in table 5. At the moment of this report standard deviations were not
available, hence they are missing in this table.
In more than 78% that was recorded in the classrooms by means of the Snapshot
Instrument, the teacher was interacting with the students. Over 18% of the
observations he/she was monitoring. Only in 3% of the observed lessons the
teacher was not involved in students' activities. The nature of the teacher's
involvement consists by far for the greater part of interacting with students.

Table 5. Classroom snapshot instrument: Nature of teacher invo'.vement.

Number
variable

Name
variable

Mean
percentage Explanation

SS6 Teacher interacting 78 Teacher is actively leading the
group in the activity which is on
or is interacting with one or
more students.

SS7 Teacher monitoring 19 Teacher is monitoring or obser-
ving the students on an
individual or a group basis.

SS8 Teacher uninvolved 3 Teacher is not involved with the
group, e.g. he may be working at
his desk and marking papers and
not monitoring the students
while they were doing seatwork.

Concluding remarks.

1. As mentioned before in the first section both product-moment correlation

coefficients and partial correlation coefficients are calculated. The main
reason for partialling out cognitive pretest scores from cognitive posttest
scores is tae fact that cognitive entering behavior is assumed to explain
much variance in the student posttest scores. By partialling out pretest
scores it was possible to explore to what extent there remains a relation-
ship between student activities and product variables after correcting the
influence of the variable student cognitive pretest.

When we compare the correlation coefficients which have been calculated in
different ways, we can observe that there are only slight differwices.

2. The use of derived student activities measures was meaningful in our opinion.
In this way we have obtained more, and more detailed, knowledge about
alterable student activities in the observed classes.

3. With this relative simple observation technique it appears to be possible
to record interesting variables. The technique could also prove useful for
descriptions of lessons in other school subjects.

4. At least two recommandations for teachers seem indicated from the data:
- try to get as much attention from your class as possible when you are

interacting.

- Do not hasten to finalize your teaching before the end of the period
through seatwork.
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General Overview.

J.P. Keeves

Australian Council for Educational Research
Melbourne
Australia

The late 1950s and early 1960s were associated with a view of curriculum
devekvment in science and mathematics, that in a relat vely short period of
time changed science education in both developed and developing countries.
This was the context with which the First IEA Science Study was planned and
conducted in 1970. Nineteen countries t.ok part in this study, and both the
published reports and the data and documents held in archives provide an
unequalled synoptic view of science education at that time. By the early 1980s
this wave of development in science education had come to an end. The Education
Division of the National Science Foundatiun in the United States was to to
closed. The Schools Council in England and the Curriculum Development Centre
in Australia, bodies which had taken over the initiatives for new work in the
area of science education, were to be terminated. At least in English-spoken
countries this was the end of an era, and quite clearly a point in time at
which it was essential that a further detailed examination of science education
should occur.

However, nothing remains stationary - all is in change. The advent of the
very nowerftl micro - computer and other new technologies have within two or
three years, brought a renewed interest in science education. Three important
questions are being asked of science education. First, 'what is the contribution
of science education to the developments in micro-electronics, information
technology and bio-technology?' Secondly, 'what contribution can micro-
electronics and the new technologies make to the teaching ;7 science?', and
t/irdly, 'can Science Education provide a sound knowledge and understanding of
the environmental impact of the new technologies on ourselves ant the world
in which we live?'. A new wave of curriculum development has not yet started.
There is, however, a critical examination being undertaken in many countries
of 'what science is being taught ?' what science should be taught?' and 'how
should science be taught?' The challenge to those of us engaged in the Second
IEA Science Study is that of making a major contribution to this debate.

In this context it has been essential during the planning of the study that
we should maintain an appropriate balance between the needs of an international
comparative study that will allow cross-national comparisons to be made, and the
needs of the national studies that will examine critically the issues for
science education in particular countries. We are hopeful that up to 30
countries will be taking part in the international study during the years 1983
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and 1984, and that each country will not only contribute effectively to the
international data base, but will also obtain the information necessary for a
full consideration of the questions that are relevant for the future planning

of science in that country.
The five basic aims of the study are:

1. to measure, by means of large-scale survey procedures, the current sate of
science education in schools across the world;

2. to examine the ways in which science education has changed since 1970;
3. to identify the fsctors which explain dirferences in the yields of science

education programs across countries, and between students within countries,
with particular attention to the role of the science curriculum as an

explanatory factor;
4. to investigate changes in the patterns of relationships between the

explanatory factors and the yields between 1970 and 1983; and
5. to assist all participating countries, especially the less developed

countries, to carry out national studies of lance education in order to

investigate issues of particular interest in Thai_1 own countries.

It is an immense task that we have undertaken. Nevertheless it is, we
believe, an important task for IEA, and one that is consistent with the role
envisaged for IEA to conduct research studies that are comparative,
cooperative and universal and which will contribute to the endless quest of
building a body of knowledge and understanding about education across the world.
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Optimalization of reporting results from national Asses-
ment Studies.

W.J. Pelgrum
Twente University of Technology
Department of Education
The Netherlands

INTRODUCTION

Since March 1983 The Netherlands is participating in the Second Iutsiaational
Science Study (SISS) of ISA.

In this study, just like some otaer studies of IEA (such as the Second
International Mathematics Study) a description is made of the content and
outcomes of education in a certain subject matter (in this cas science) at
certain gradelevels of all sectors of a national educational system. Although
the Ducth participation in this study is restricted to the third grade of
secondary education, the study can be directed through the addition of national
options to a number of questions which are of special interest in the Dutch
situation. At this moment a number of subject matter oriented questions (which
have been asked by curriculum-developers, teacher educators, school i-spectors)
are being worked out.

The Dutch participation in SISS is not only interesting for reasons of
subject matter, but also because in our country there is relatively little
experience with this type of research which is strongly related to assessment
studies which ale performed in other countries (United States for example NAEP,
CAEP) or England (APU). Recently the Dutch Ministery for Education and Science
started a study in which the feasability of national assessment in the
Netherlands in primary schools is investigated. National assessment is a type
of research from which instruments and data become available from which at
different political level optimalization-measures can be derived.

In the Netherlands this type of research has been discussed by some authors
(Wijnstra, 1982; van der Linden & Pelgrum, 1983). It was shown that national
assessment aomong other things raises problems as far as the reporting of data
is concerned. In this paper we will discuss this problem and offer a conceptual
fremwork in which this problem can be located. In the end a number of research
questions will be offered which can act as a starting point for the elaboration
of a Dutch op ion in SISS.

FUNCTION OF NATIONAL ASSESSMENT

National assessment is primarely for the use of educational policy-making (ot
several levels). It is embedded in a cyclic proces of quality control in which
the next four stages can be distinguished:
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1. Identif4-ation of standards.
2. Perception of the degree of standard realisation.

3. Evaluation of stage 2 data.
4. Construction of measures (to maintain or alter standards).

The educational researcher designs techniques, performes necessary back-
ground analyses and produces the data which are needed in stage 1-3. From the
differences between standards and observed score-profiles measures for
optimalisation can be constructed, after which the cycle is repeated in order

to study the changes 4:ich take place over time.
The stage of standard identification is of great importance. It is not an

easy task to identify uniform standards. Especially in a relatively decentra-

lised educational system, like the Dutch. uniform standards can - generally
spoken - hardly be identified (except at a very global level). An alternative
for absolute standards is to work with relative standards, whereby observed
score-profiles of (sub)populations of students are compared with score-profiles
of other (sub)populations in order to gain insight into the question if
improvements could be made. Note that the usa of the term "relative" here is
not identical with the relative procedures in psychometrics for the
determination of cutting scores. Later we will return to this distinction.

The aforementioned problem of identification of standards in relatively
decentralised educational systems is caused by the absence of uniformly
operationalised curriculum prescriptions. Of course, operationalisations in
the form of final exam prescriptions are present, but these are only a limited
reflection of the goals which are pursued (for restricted groups of students),
let alone that they reflect outcomes of education.

For this reason it is useful to generalise the abovementioned assessment
cycle according to the following conceptual model:

MEASURE OF OUTCOMES

DIAGNOSIS OF SHORTCOMINGS

The stage of diagnosis in this model can globally be described as follows:

PIC
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Choose a population of interest
(= outcome profile)

Choose a reference population
(= reference profile)

Are there discrepancies? No4 Stop

Yes

Yes

The advantages of this way of conceiving an assessment cycle are as follows:
- The implemented curriculum (and especially the v,ciation therein) is an
explicit component of the cycle.

- Absolute standards are not strictly required (but can be 'incorporated by
taking a reference score-profile which is derived from st, ards).

- Measures can be derived from discrepancies between the intanded curriculum
(outside the model) and implemented curriculum z.s well as from discrepancies
between observed score profiles and reference profiles.

- The model can be applied at different edLcational political levels (by
aggregating data at different levels and choosing different reference
profiles. At a national level reference proviles can be derived from other
countries).

- The measuring of outcomes can be directed at the union of implemented
curricula such that exceptional curriculum opeiationalisations are not
excluded.

EXECUTION OF NATIONAL ASSESSMENT

In the execution stage of national assessment the followi, sub-stages can be
distinguished:

1. Identification of the curriculum-domain
(in sub-domains).

2. Sampling of curricular elements
3. Construc"Jon of instruments

(includin, pilot-testing and modifying).
4. Data - collet, ion

(including background questionnaires and registration of the implemented
curriculum).

5. Calculation of generalisable domain-scores.
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(In case of the use of item-banks stages i -3 can be reduced to sampling items

from the bank).
In national assessment an adequate coverage of the total subject matter

requires the use of large item samples. The testing time for students can
however be limited, due to the technique of multiple matrix sampling, whereby

samples of items are presented to samples of students.
For the calculation of testscores or subtest- scores several psychometric

techniques are available. Later we will go into some of these techniques and

into the problems of registering the implemented curriculum.

REPORTING NATIONAL ASSESSMENT DATZ.

The reporting of data from national assessment has as its main goal (such as

indicated in the aforementioned model) to diagnose shortcomings "1, several
educational agents at different levels (national as well as local). Besides,
we have to assume that not always uniform standards are present, such that one

needs to work with relevant reference-groups.
In order to realise the main goal of reporting the question is important how

'ae 4nosis of shortcomings by specific usergroups could take place. As
indicted in the model at page 3 the identification of discrepancies does not
directly result in the identification of shortcomings. For this an additional
interpretation-step is necessary. An example might clarify this. Suppose that
in a study a biology test is used which covers adequately the following areas:

1. Cell structure and function. 7. Metabolism of the rrganism.

2. Transport of cellular material. 8. Regulation of the organism.

3. Cell metabolism. 9. Coordination and behavior of the organism.

4. Cell responses. 10. Reproduction and development of plants.

5. Conctept of the gene. 11. Reproduction and development of animals.

6. Diversity of live. 12. Hua m biology.

(adapted from the content-grid SISS)
Suppose in addition that subtest-scores (score) related to these areas and the
degree of curriculum implementation (Imp) are known and that the results of

different subgroups of students compared to reference-groups can be considered.
In figure 1 a fictitious example of some possible comparisons is presented.

1

COMPARISON
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Figure 1: Example of assessment results.
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The perception of these score profiles does not directly result in the
identification of shortcomings. In comparison I potential areas are: 1, 5 and
12. In area 5 probably specific problems exist considering the relatively high
degree of implementation compared to the relative low score. The results in
area 12 are relatively bad, but this might be caused by a relative low degree
of implemcntation. Comparison 2 shows that girls receive less biology training
than boys. Comparison 3 shows that in the Netherlands possible shortcomings
exist in the areas 3 and 8, even in spite of the high degree of implementation
in area 8.

This example shows in a simp'.e way that there are techniques to identify
shortcomings, provided that the right referencegroups and the relevant context
information is used. In tb, example the degree of curriculum implementation
was chosen as the relevan- context-information, but it is also possible - when
needed - to compare groups on other contextual variables. In this example the
user determines which information is needed for which goal.

Very little is know aboYt the informational needs of potential users of
assessment-data-banks as well as the goals for which the information has to De
used.

One can easily assume that in the educational field a big variation in
informational needs exists. For the sake of reporting this variation raises
problems, because for practical reasons it is almost impossible to incorporate
in one report all theoretical interesting comparisons between profiles. The
introduction of micro-computers in schools can in this respect increase the
possibilities, because by the way of fexible procedures, information extraction
by the user can take place.

A problem which has not been mentioned yet is that due to the variation in
implementation the calculation of groupscores on tests cannot take place
directly. Cne has to avoid the problem of incomparability in trying to compare
groups with implementation related to different subtests of items. As a conse-
quence artificial discrepancies (or non-discrepancies) might result caused by
item characteristics.
A last problem is the quantification of implementation. A good quantification
is needed for a justified interpretation of data resulting from national
assessment. Currently not much is known about the question which instruments
are suitable for mea4uring the implemented curriculum in the context of
national assessment.

The aforementioned problems will be discussed in more detail in the next
section.

PROBLEMS AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

In the preceeding three main problem-areas associated with the use of data
from national assessment were identified. These problems are:
1. Informational needs of users.
2. Testscore calculation in heterogeneous curriculum settings.
3. Quantifications of curriculum - implementation.

In the next section a first exploration of these problem areas and possible
solutions will be presented.

Informational needs of users.

At this moment - to the author - not much is known about the informational
needs of potential users of data from national assessment. However, experiences
abroad show that more should be known. Fr example: one of the conclusions of
the American Genera' Accounting Office in 1976 after critically evaluating
NAEP was: (see Wijnstra, 1982, page 14)

".... reeirect the project by identifying the informational and other needs
of decisionmakers ...."

It is not known if this recommendation really resulted in an assessment
of informational needs.

Scheerens (1983) concludes in another context that:
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"In the literature on evaluation and policy oriented research rightly a growing
attention is paid to the use of research results by policy-makers".

And later on:
"In the first place it is striking that "use" in different empirical studies

is differently operationalised, amongst other as "utility" (such as judged by
researchers and policymakers), awareness of results, being influenced by
certain concepts and reformulating problems and direct "tangable" use in the

form of concrete decisions of policy modifications".
In the first place a more profound study of this research literature has to

take place in order to investigate to what degree the conclusions can be
generalised to the use of data from national assessment. One might expect how-
ever that the studies are focussed on the use of data and results from written
reports.

Therefore, in connection with the goal of constructing user tailored reports
additional research concerning the informational needs of potential users will
be necessary. The main components of such a research-project would be:

I Construction of a catalogue of variables

II Identification of pote-rial users

III Specification by users of desired information

IV Analysis of informational needs

V Construction of user tailored reports

VI Registration of actual use and opinions on utility

Although the feasability of this study in a limited setting is possible, an
important issue for investigation will be the relevance and feasability of the
implementation of the reporting procedure on a large scale.

TESTSCORE-CALCULATION RELATED TO VARIATION IN IMPLEMENTED CURRICULA

In the preceding paragraphs the variation of implementation of curricula of
certain schoolsubjects in decentralised educational systems was mentioned.

A consequence is that in the case of national assessment the test-item
collection will not cover to the same degree the actual implemented curricula
in all sections of an educational system. This poses no problems for the
estimation of domainscores. In that case the compentences of students in the
total subject area have to be estimated. Problems occur however in comparing
profiles: in that case it is not clear to what degree discrepancies between
profiles can be attributed to item-cnaracteristics: it is possible that the
implemented curricula behind the profiles were oriented to items with different
complexity. The question is to what degree thp measures are equivalent. In this
case we are dealing with the problem of test-dependent scoring. Solutions for
this problem can be found in applying item-respons models (van der Linden,
1978), whereby population-independent estimates of item-complexity can be made.
A problem however is that these models don't allow extreme deviations of item
complexity in different subpopulations. Therefore it is necessary to
investigate to what degree it is theoretically and practically possible to
perform the item calibrations on curricular homogeneous subpopulations of
students. An adequate solution to this problem contributes to an interpretable
representation of data from national assessment in case profile comparisons
are made at different levels.

QUANTIFYING THE IMPLEMENTED CURRICULUM

Data on the implemented -:urriculum can be collected at different levels of
specificity. At a global level the 'Actual time expenditure for a total school

subject or subtopic of it are irteresling. The Second Mathematics Study showed
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that in the Netherlands in grade level 8 a substantial variation in the actual
time expenditure in mathematics exists. Besides global information however it
is als useful to collect data on a more concrete level.

While interpreting the data from national assessment it is important to know
how much and which test-items belong to the actual implemented curriculum. On
the one hand this contributes to a better understanding of the degree of
coverage of the curriculum by the test-instrument and at the other side the
possibility is created to take account of these differences when performing
profile comparisons.

One of the instruments with which experience has been gained in several IEA
studies is the so called Opportunity to Learn questionnaire. This questionnaire
has been revised a number of times. In the most recent versions this question-
naire traces when the subject matter of which the test-item are operationali-
sations will be or has been offered to the students. Teachers make this
judgement for each test-item apart.

In the international report on the first Science Study tables are presented
which show besides testscores also an associated Opportunity to Learn, index.
From these tables it can be calculated that (in the population of 14 year old
students) the correlation betweer testscores and Opportunity to Learn for 17
at country-level aggregated cases is .73 (Comber & Keeves, 1973, table 7.2.
population II).

Regression-analysis within countries showed however that the contribution
of the Opportunity to Learn variable is very low. The interpretation of this
finding is however hampered because the interdependency of (blocks of)
variables. As a consequence the sequence of introducing variables in the
analysis is important: an earlier introduced variable type of school "explains"
a lot variation while for opportunity to learn little variations remains to be
"explained". Altering the sequence would probably have had the opposite effect.
The Second Mathematics Study also used an Opportunity to Learn questionnaire.
Pelgrum, Eggen & Plomp (1983) present the results of some analyses on data
which were collected with this instrument in the Netherlands. The authors
conclude there are indications that this instrument is valid for the
identification of the implemented curriculum in the first two years of
secondary education. Judgements by secondary school teachers of actual contents
of the curriculum in elementary school conflict however with the information
form an other reliable source. A-cording to the authors ongoing analyses are
necessary to gain a better understanding of the quality of this instrument.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The preceding paragraphs dealt with one of the problems associated with
national assessment, which qua method resembles SISS. The main goal of SISS is
the description of content and outcomes of education of one school subject in
certain grade levels of all sections of a national educational system. For an
optimal use of data from this study special reporting procedures have to be
developed, taking account of the diiersity of user-groups and the variation of
actual implemented curricula. For this a better understanding of the nature of
informational needs of pontential users of the data-bank is necessary.

For the use of interpretation an adequate registration of the actual
implemented curriculum is needed. In the preceding paragraphs it was indicated
how research can be directed to these problems. In this research the problem
of incomparability of testscores of sub-populations caused by the variation
cf actual implemented curricula needs to be resolved, such that in spite of
this variation comparisons of score-profiles are possible.

We intend to aim one of the Dutch options in SISS on the aformentioned
cluster of problems. The final goal cf this enterprise is to contribute to the
design of directives and procedures which optimise the use of data from
national assessment or in the words of Wirtz and Lapointe (Lapointe, Koffler,
1982):

"The assessment program should be designed and administered to optimize
it's service function to state arl local edcuational assessment and E 'andard
setting agencies".
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Comment on the Dutch paper.

J.P. Keeves

Australian Council for Educational Research
Melbourne
Australia

Hans Pelgrum is correct in the emphasis in his comments that there is concern
in many of the countries taking part in the Second IEA Science Study for the
improvement of the quality and relevance of science education within the
particular country. To enable judgments to be made that have some meaning, it
is necessary to identify standards and make assessments of the degree to which
the standards have been realized. However, both in the identification of
standards and in the assessment of the extent to which standards have been
realized, strength and validity can be obtained by the making of comparisons
both across countries and across time. With these purposes in mind, in the
planning of the study great care has been taken to ensure that meaningful
comparisons can be made with the First IEA Science Study and to obtain
consensus between the participants in the study that the tests used will assess
with validity the different science curricula of the countries taking pant.

In addition, Hans Pelgrum has also emphasized that the study should be
designed so as to optimize its contribution to the investigation of rroblems
in science education at both the national and more regional levels. The study
has not been designed to provide data of consequence to individual students,
teachers or schools. Indeed it is important that reassurance should be given
to those taking part that individual students, teachers and schools will not
be identified. However, the examination of the data which will be undertaken
and reported will be carried out at the levels of analysis of between studer4s,
between schools or between classrooms, and between countries. In this way
general statements will be made that relate to the factors affecting yield in
science education for students, schools and nations. Some countries, haNr° in
addition, designed their samples so that information will be avathz,ie for
recognizable regional units within the country. In Australia, ti' States
and two Territories will be considered, while in Canada, the country has been
subdivided not into provinces but into four major zones which combine
provincial regions. In so far as these sub-national units have common charac-
teristics in their provision of science education, such a breakdown of the
nations' data can be extremely valuable for the future development of science
education programs within the country.

The First TEA Science Study produced, I believe, three very important
findings. First, there were significant differences between the sexes in level
of achievement in science. These differences were greater in Physics and
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Chemistry and less in Biology. Moreover, while strong sex differences existed
at the 10-year-age level, successively greater differences were recorded at the
14-year-old and terminal school levels, in spite of a fall in parts.oipation
by girls in the study of science. Secondly, the most consistently powerful
variables operating at the student, school and national levels were associated
with the time spent by the students in learning science and the opportunity
that the students had to learn the content being, tested. These effects were
successively greater from the 10-year-old to the 14-year-old to the terminal
secondary school level. Thus there was convincing evidence that the work of
the school and the science curriculum provided by the school were significant
factors affecting learning. While such results are not surprising, they are
important and reassuring for those involved in planning the science curriculum.
Thirdly, wherever teaching and learning practices were identified as making a
contribution to accounting for the differences between students and schoo*.s in
level of performance in science, these factors appeared to be associated with
systematic and planned teaching. It would seem that the manner in which the
curriculum is taught does influence learning, and while the significant
variables differed markedly both across age levels and across countries, the
plannad and purposeful implementation of the curriculum in science is of
consequence. This evidence from the First IEA Science Study has indicated to
us that in the second study we should be planning to investigate as thoroughly
as possible, and in ways consistent with the first study, the scienc s
curriculum as it applies differently to male and female students and the manner
in which it is taught or implemented.

The analysis of the Curriculum

In the First IEA Science Study we recognized that the curriculum was being
examined at three levels: (1) the prescribed curriculum, or the intended

curriculum as laid down in the authorized syllabuses used within a country and
within schools, (2) the translated curriculum as assessed in terms of the
opportunity that the students had to learn the content-tested, and (3) the
achieved curriculum as measured by achievement on the tests that were employed.
The most difficult of the three curriculum levels to examine was the prescribed
curriculum. In countries where a national syllabus was laid down, a syllabus
statement existed, but such a statement was difficult to compare with similar
statements which were available in other countries. However, in countries where
responsibility for the curriculum was devolved to schools or to individual
teachers it was much more difficult to obtain a simple and a coherent view
of the curriculum. In the Second IEA Science Study to tackle this problem and
to make effective comparisons between teachers, schools and countries, each,

as appropriate, has been asked to provide curriculum ratings on a four pcint
scale on the same 51 basic content areas of the science curriculum that were
used in the first study in 1969-70. This was necessary so thLt some comparisons
across a 14 -year period to 1982-84 could be made. In addition, information was
sought on further areas including the History and Philosophy of Science,
Environmental Science, Technical and Engineering Science, Rural Science, and
Health Science. Fux Ilermore, an attempt was made to obtain similar data on nine

process areas co .:aped with the processes of scientific ing.iry Neither the

additional curricular areas nor the processes of scientific inquiry were
sufficiently emphasized in any country, and rarely in individual schools 'or
the information recorded so far to be of use. However, the data obtained across
countries has not only been of direct value in the tasks of test construction
to ensure that a sound sampling of topics was carried out by the testing
program, but it has also provided evidence of recognizable differences in
emphasis in the sicence curriculum both within and between countries. We are
now very hopeful that this information will be of use in reporting the findings
of both national and international studies.

Likewise, we are seeking information on the opportunity that the students
had to learn the content tested using similar rating procedures. Here we are on
firmer ground, because strong relationships between opportuni:y to learn and
performance on the achievement tests were reported from the Mathematics Study
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in 1964, and extremely interesting relationships were obtained from the First
IEA Science Study in 1970. These results reassure us that although the data
from individual teachers and schools may contain some error, when these data
are aggregated to a regional or national level, important and valuable
relationships are obtained. We recognize that there are inherent dangers in
attempting to quantify the science curriculum, but the numerical data that are
thus made available enable far stronger analyses to be carried out. The major
problem that we currently face if we obtain relationships of interest is one
of how to present the pattern of relationships without obscuring detail or
losing the strength of the relationship recorded.

In the Second IEA Science Study we are hopeful that we will be able to
examine the different approaches to the science curriculum in different
countries and in different schools. Our concern is to provide a sound basis,
as Hans Pelgrum has pointed out, for an investigation into the strengths of the
science curriculum in the countries engaged in the study and where appropriate
to diagnose weaknesses. Hopefully, we will develop a tool that will also be
effective enough to be useful subsequently in making comparisons between the
science curricula of different schools, so that where responsibility for the
curriculum is devolved to schools it will be possible to provide assistance
with the tasks of curriculum planning and development.

The challenge to those of us involved in the planning of the Second IEA
Science Study is to provide information on the prescribed, translated and thr,
achieved curriculum that will not only be useful in those countries where the
science curriculum is laid down centrally, but will also he useful to indivi-
dual schools and teachers who are responsible for developing and implementing
the curriculum at the school level.
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Schooling and Equality

J.S. Coleman

The University of Chicago
U.S.A.

The ideal of equal educational opportunity is one that has come to be
increasingly widely held throughout the world. In highly developed nations
and in less developed nations, the ideal is expressed often and with vigor.
If there is any theme in education more dominant than any other in nations
throughout the world, it is this theme of equal educational opportunity for
all children within a nation. In every nation, there is a general recognition,
in the government and in the populations, among educational professionals and
amoung lay persons, that the ideal is far from being realize:. Yet the demand
for equality of opportunity is a strong and widely shared one.

It was not always so. Inthe early years of public education in Europe,
there was no thought of equal education-al opportunity. The educational
system followed the pattern of the class structure, with a low-level common
school attended for a brief period by children of commoners, and an elite
tier for ti.,se from higher backgrounds and destined for higher occupations.
And since schooling was a local community activity, each community determined
its own level of educational effort, with no thought of equality between
communities. In America, without the background of a feudal class structure,
the ideal of the single common school for all was present from the beginning
of public education; but the local community responsibility for and authority
over education meant that there was never a conception that all children
throughout the nation were entitled to an ec al educational opportunity. It is
still the case in America that legal requirements for equalizing educational
opportunity are limited to within each of the fifty states. In less developed
countries, where state-proveded public education is rather recent, the
edcuational system seldom encompasses all children, and ideals of equal
educational opportunity are even farther from realization.

Yet the ideal is an exceedingly strong and widely held one. why is it that
the ideal has gained such strength, in diverse countries throughout the world?
What are the social conditions that have brought demands for equality into
being? And given that the ideal is strong, just how does a nation's
educational system go about providing equal opportunity in education?

As it will turn out, answers to these last two questions are related.
The prwrision of something approaching equal educational opportunity differs
in different circumstances. A nation with one kind of social and economic
structure can approach equal educational opportunity in a very different way
than can a nation with a different social and economic structure.
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But is is first useful to be a little more explicit about what is meant

by equal educational opportunity. This is a task I find particularly
familiar, because I addressed much the same question in some detail almost
twenty years ago. The time was the year following passage of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964 by the U.S. Congress. In a section of that Act, the Commissioner
of Education was requested by Congress to assess the 'lack of equality of
educational opportunity by reason of race, religion, or national origin'.
I was in charge of the project to do this, and our first task was to discover

just what Congress had meant by the phrase 'equality of educational
opportunity'.

As it turned out, there was no single meaning at all. The phrase meant one
thing to one Congressman, another thing to a second. And there are a large
number of Congressmen. In the end, we had to select out dominant classes of
definitions, and provide information about the 'lack of equality' according

to these definitions.
There were two dominant classes of definitions, one having to do with

inputs into education, and the other having to do with outputs from the
educational system. The first class of definitions was concerned with things
like financing of education, age of textbooks, size of physical facilities,
size of library, qualifications of teachers, and other tangible resources
which go into schools. The second class of definitions was concerned with
what the schools produced: Proportion of children in a given location on from

a given group who finished high sc,,ol, special vocational skills learned,

and most frequently of all, scores on standardized tests.
Advocates of the first class of definitions argued that the role of the

government in providing equal educational opportunity lay in providing
equal access to educational resources by all children. Whatever outcomes this
produced, all children had the same fair chance at the resources of which
schooling consisted. This might produce quite unequal outcomes, for some
children were better able to put these resources to use, to take advantage
of them, than were others. These advocates argued that equality of
educational outcomes could only come about through unequal educational
opportunity, withholding educational resources from those very children most
able to profit from the resources. A secondary impact cf this would be to
eliminate the incentive that parents have in preparing, motivating, and
teaching their own children, since this wculd simply result in the child's
being penalized for having a good educational background.

Advocates of the second class of definitions argued that the outcomes of
education constitute the only true measure of what the schools were doing.
They argued that equality according to input resources is compatible with the
discredited 'separate but equal' doctrine that governed education in the U.S.
South prior to the Brown decision of 1954 in the Supreme Court. They argued
that 'provision of equal resources' is too passive a conception of the school's
role, placing on the child and the family the lull responsibility for taking
advantage of those resources. Some children were far better prepared to

do so than were others.
We might regard neither of these classes of definitions as fully

appropriate, as indicated by the arguments of each against the other, which
I have just given. The first class envisions what appears to be a passive
a role for schooling, and the second envisions a role for the school that

appears unattanable, short of eliminating all family influences whatsoever.
An appropriate definition must, it would seem, incorporate some elements of
both, with the school taking responsibility not only for a passive provision
of resources but also for an intensity of experience that helps to overcome
the inequalities of opportunity to which children are subject outside the

school.
But even more: These definitional difficulties are symptoms of the fact

that schooling can in itself never create full equality of educational
opportunity for children, because school is only one portion of the educational

influences on children. 0
(...)
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No matter how equal these influences, the unequal influences from other
institutions, particularly the family, must lead to differing educational
opportunities for different children.

It is the failure to recognize this that flaws a work like John Rawl's
Theory of Justice, which attempts to lay out a system of institutions that
would provide fair equality of opportunity for all. By failing to recognize
that inequalities arise not principally from unequal treatment at the hands
of central authorities, but from the social structure itself, in the
individual households in which different children grow up, Rawl's

)

institutions fail to address the central problems of inequality of opportunity.
1

An appropriate conception of formal schooling is one that does recognize
the sociale structural sources of unequal opportunities, and sees the school
as an institution that in some fashion complements that structure. In this
conception, it is not the school itself which provides educational opportunity,
but the school in conjunction with existing institutions in the fabric of
society, particularly the family.

Once this is recognized, then a further recognition must follow: Since
social structures, and in particular families, are very different under
different societies, the school must do different things in different societies.
A single conception of the school suitable for all social structures is
inappropriate. And a single conception of how schools can equalize educational
opportunity is equally inappropriate.

Very roughly, three broad phases may be distinguished in the state of a
nation's economy and social structure. Parallel to these are three broad phases
in the state of a family's economic and social conditions. Thus whatever the
phase for a nation as a whole, for example, Phase 2, there will nevertheless
be in it some families that are at Phase 1, and some at Phase 3.

I will outline each of these phases, and attempt to give for each a sense
of the role of schooling in the equalization of educational opportunity. I
distinguish these three phases because in each, the family has a certain set of
interests in its children that shape the way it acts toward its children and
thus set the environment that the school confronts.

Phase 1: The exploitation of children's labor.
What I will call Phase 1 is an economy in which most households are at or
slightly above a subsistence level. An economy based largely on subsistence
farming is the most widespread example, though extractive economies in general,
in which most occupations are in the primary economic sector, fit this phase,
as do village-based societies in which most households are engaged in herding.
In such social structures, households directly produce most of what they consume;
economic exchange and division of labor are minimal.

In such societies, the labor of children is useful, both because in the
diversified activities of the household, there are always tasks that children
can carry out, and because the economic level of the household is sufficiently
low that the effort of all is needed. Children are not costly to the family
because food is ordinarily procuced at home. Families have many children, and
exploit their capacity for labor, with little regard for the impact of this
upon the children's opportunities. Families have narrow horizons, are inwardly
focused, and base little interest in or resources for extending their children's
horizons broadly.

In an economic and social structure of this sort, the principal role of the
school is in protecting children from exploitation by the family, and in
providing a broadening influence beyond the family's horizons. The family
constrains and limits the child; the school breaks sore of these bonds and
reduces the constraints. The school often stands, in L.o:. a setting, in an
antagonistic position to the family, for the interests of the two often conflict.
The school is the liberator of the child from the exploitative grasp of the
family.
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Yet nations whose economies and social structures are of this sort are
the poorest, so that the economic resources necessary to provide educational
opportunity are most limited. The nation's capability of providing a strong
school system to oppose the constraining force of the family is weakest.
Consequently, it is in this phase that educational resources are ordinarily
most unequally distributed, between rich and poor villages, or between rich
and poor regions. Educational opportunity depends largely on the opportunity
provided by the family and the immediately surrounding area.

In this phase, the tangible educational resources, textbooks, teachers,
classrooms, libraries, are in short supply. Consequently it is in such
societies that the-,e input facilities make most differences in educational
outcomes. One can well say that for a nation 'n Phase 1, equalization of
educational opportunity is most dependent on tangible educational resources.
In this phase, the first definition of equal educational opportunity, in terms
of input resources, is most relevant, since variations in educational
opportunity depend most on variations in these resources.

Phase 2: Children as investments for the family.
A post-agricultural, urban, industrial society, engaged largely in
manufacturing and some commerce I will call Phase 2. Here the economy is an
exchange economy, most labor is performed in full-time jobs, and the family's
economic needs are provided mostly through the e change of wages for goods.
Children's labor is no longer needel for the household's economy, and there
are fewer possibilities for productive work of children within the household.

In such a society, the family continues to have a strong interest in
children, for a more long-range goal. Children are the carriers of the
family across generations from the past into future, and investment in
children is an investment in human capital for the family's future. A large
number of children is no longer valuable far this purpose, but high inves,:-
ments in each one, to increase the status position, economic position, and
social respectability of the family in the next generation is.

This change in the family's interest in children has many implications.
One is a decline in the birth rate. Another is an increase in the demand for
universal education and for equal educational opportunity. The quantity of
children is no longer valuable to the family, but the quality of their
preparation and training is.

The family is no longer the school's antagonist, but is its most
important ally. The family creates a strong motivation for schooling in its
children, for the school's goals for the children coincide with the interest

of the family.
High academic achievement is to be expected from children whose families

are in Phase 2, and high academic achievement in the nation as a whole when
the nation is in Phase 2. Family and school are reinforcing each other's
actions toward high achievement.

Phase 3: Children as irrelevant.
An advanced industrial society (what Daniel Bell has called a post-industrial
society) or a welfare state with a high degree of affluence I will call
Phase 3. In this phase, the family's central role in the economy has vanished,
and the family itself has become a kind of appendage to the economic structure.
It is an institution relevant to consumption, but no longer to production.
Its functional role has been reduced to chat of childrearing.

The family's central place in the economy and society has been taken over
by large corporate bodies - industrial and commercial corporations. As the
economic functions of the family are withdrawn to other institutions, the
family loses much of its raison d'être, and begins to disintegrate. It is
no longer an institution spanning generations, but forms anew with each
generation, so the family's interest in children to carry the family into
the future declines. The stability of marriages (and thus of households)
declines, as the multi-generational family is no longer present to restrain
its members from individualistic solutions at the expense of the family.
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In such circumstan-:es, we can expect that families would make fewer
investments in children, would press strongly toward academic achievement,
and would support the goals of the school less completely than in Phase 2.
The evidence concerning these actions is not clear. In the United States
and some countries in Europe, which are closest to Phase 3, there is an even
stronger demand for equal educational opportunity, and more resources invested
in education than in the earlier period of Phase 2. But families have shifted
much of the responsibility for financing higher education to the government.
Parents spend less time with children, and children less time with parents in
whole-family settings. Leisure activities instead take place in age-
segregated settings: cocktail parties for the adults, rock concerts for the
youth. Increasing numbers of children are abandoned, run away from home, or
become addicted to drugs, and an increasing number of the children of divorce
are unwanted for custody by either mothei or father. Yet all these statistics
involve a minority of children. At the same time, there is a strong
professed interest of parents in their children's educational development.

My own assessment of the trends in the United States is that there is,
as one would expect, lesser investment in children than was true thirty or
forty years ago, and that the evidence will soon begin to show this more
clearly. If I am correct, this means that the school loses much of the active
support it had during Phase 2, and that the motivation to achieve which
families imparted to their children is less frequent. The school's task, in
this condition, comes to be one of supplying not only the resources for learning,
but also taking active resporsibility for bringing about learning. The school,
under these conditions, comes to take over some of the functions whicn the
family once provided, but -fhich it no longer provides.

If this picture is a correctcne, it accounts for an otherwise puzzling
result: Although in less developed countries there is a strong relationship
between the tangible school resources in a region or locality or a school and
the level of academic achievement of the students in that region, locality,
or school (controlling on family backgrounds of the students), this relation-
ship vanishes or is sharply reduced in highly developed countries. The
achievement attributable to the school itself in highly developed countries is
almost independent of the level of tangible school resources provided by the
community or the nation. The achievement is not independent of the way the
school is organized, the disciplinary constraints it imposes on students, and
the academic demands it makes on teem. But a school with excellent physical
resources, laboratories, books, :ad teacher qualifications, a school with
high per pupil expenditures, does not produce high achievement if these less
tangible organizational elements are missing.

If the picture I have given is correct, the highly developed counries are
moving into Phase 3, in which tangible school resources are in oversupply, not
only in the school itself, but in the home, through television, and quite
generally throughout the suciety. The student motivation to learn, which was
provided by families in Phase 2, is now problematic. With these tangible
resources in oversupply, an increase or decrease of 50% in the school
resources does not make much difference in achievement, though it did when
these countries were in Phase 1 and Phase 2, and these resources were in
short supply.

What is in short supply in the affluent Phase 3 is not these tangible
resources, but the motivations that strong families, interested in investing
time, effort, and attention in their children, provided in Phase 2. The
schools that are most effective in this third phase are those that are able
to supply the intangible qualities that impel students to take full advantage
of the opportunities provided by the tangible resources. The school, in Phase
3, is one of many elements competing for the attention and interest of
children and youth, and what cannot be taken for granted are the motivational
forces that direct attention and interest toward school learning, rather than
toward the other attractive competitors for this attention and interest.
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CONCLUSION

What, then, does provision of educational opportunity consist of? All that

I have described above implies that it consists of different things when the
social and economic conditions of the nation differ. When a nation is in
Phase 1, it consists of the provision of tangible resources for learning,
plus legal and other constraints on families' exiAoitation of their children,
so that children are free to take advantage of these resources. Some caution
must be introduced here, however, because the mere provision of educational
opportunity through formal schooling in an economy with an occupational
structure that requires the old skills is harmful to both the child's and
nation's future. It has drawn children away from the old skills without being
able to make use of the new ones. The activities that were economically
helpful to the household were also inculcating certain narrow skills that
the child could use as he or she replaced father or mother in the next
generation, and the school's influence undercuts the learning of these.

In Phase 2, the nation's task in providing educational opportunity is the
simplist: mere provision of the tangible resources of formal schooling. This,
combined with the motivation that families - acting in their own interest -
provide gives an effective eduational opportunity. And insofar as these
resources are provided in different schools with some approximate degree of
equality, the nation is providing an effective educational opportunity that is

a strong influence in the direction of equal opportunity.
In Phase 3, the school's task in providing educational opportunity b' zomes

more complex, as described earlier, and is no longer satisfied by the provision
of tangible school resources. The full scope of the task is unclear, and I
suspect that it will be some time before we learn just how it can be best
accomplished. The school's role expands, the possibilities for greater
equality of opportunity increase as the power of families declines; but the
possibilities for educational mediocrity increase as well. Altogether, it is
part of a structure of society that is only beginning to unfold, and one
about which we have much tr learn.

NOTE: 1) For an extended discussion, see Coleman, 'Inequality, Sociology, and
Moral Philosophy'. American Journal of Sociology 80, No. 3 (November !974);

739-764.
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Phases in social structure and change of educational op-
portunity, a comment on Coleman's paper.

J. Dronkers
S.I.S.W.O.
Amsterdam
The Netherlands

Comparisons between different societies and their education have always been
a promising way in social sciences but at the slme moment also a very
dangerous one. The danger is the ascription of the emprirically found
differences to only one attractive or visible difference in stead of to the
whole range of differences between the compared societies and their
educational systems. We can see this danger clearly in the three phases
prof. Coleman presented to us.
He stresses the different relations between family and their off-springs in
the three phases as the main source of the different effects of education
and school in different societies and times.
If we believe Coleman's phases for a moment, one can rightly wonder if these
family-child relations are indeed so important because there are a lot m,re
differences between farming, industrial and post-industrial societies, which
can influence the effects of schooling. The effects of these other differences
between the three types of societies can reinforce but also weaken the effect
of different family-child relations on schooling and equality.
I will give you an hypothetic example.
Coleman states that in the post-industrial phase the economic role of the
family has vanished and been taken over by large corporate bodies. The
family begins to disintegrate, makes fewer investments in children, and Press
strongly toward academic achievement. Let us suppose this picture is basicly
correct. An opposite effect of the post-industrial society on schooling can

also result from the rise of these large corporate bodies. The bureaycracy and
the production processes of these large corporate bodies require more formal
schooling than the elmall factories and shops of the industrial phase. This
increased necessity for more education in order to participate in the economic
life can fully compensate the less press of the desintegrating family toward
academic achievement. Even members of desintegrated families in a post-
industrial society will realize the increased importance of educational
credentials. This hypothetic example illustrates the danger of comparing
societies and times.

I do not say that Coleman's phases are worthless. We need a theoretical
underpinning why we want to compare what we compare, and what we expect to
find. However, the theoretical description of the compared societies has to be
comprehensive in order to be really useful and to avoid political abuse.
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This brings me to a second objection against Coleman's phases. His
presentation of these phases suggests a kind of evolution theory. This type
of theories supposes movements of nations from one phase to another, some
early, others late. The movements from one phase to another have to be
necessarily followed by changes of educational opportunities. If these phases
are usefull, one must find differences in relative educational opportunities
between for instance the industrial phase and the post-industrial phase.

The empirical evidence of changing relative educational opportunities of
social classes during the transition-period from the industrial to a post-
industrial society is not very strong an it supports only partial Coleman's
phases. A group Dutch researchers has studied the change of the relative
educational opportunities with data of the educational attainment processes of
several generations (an english review of this research: Dronkers, 1982).
Also other social scientists, especially those who study social mobility,
have focussed on the changing mobility-ratios between different societies
and times (for a handy review of this research, see Heath, 1981).
This research does not show successive phases in relative mobility and
educational opportunities, but only found changes in the importance of
contrasts betwe ' social classes in %heir relations with education.

Again, I will give an example from our Dutch research on changing educational
opportunities. We found the same contrast between the agrarian and the non-
agrarian classes in their use of schooling both in the socalled industrial
phase and in the post-industrial phase of Dutch society. This cannot be
explained by the backwardness of Dutch agrarians or by their exploitation of
the labor of their children. The Dutch agrarian sector is one of the most
industrialized of the world which does not use children's labor.
A better explanation might be that an agrarian need not to rely on education
as one of his important means of this production, in contrast to non-
agrarian workers. The great difference between industrial and post-industrial
society is the number of people working in this agrarian sector and thus the
importance of this contrast to the national educational system.
The same holds for the contrast between stable and non-stable families in
their use of schooling both in the industrial phase and in the post-industrial
phase. We found that non-stable families had the same low relative educational
opportunities in both types of societies (Vrooman and Dronkers,in press).
Mowever, the number of non-stable families grew strongly since the end of
the last world-war. Therefore the average school is now increasingly
confronted with children from non-stable families. Large numbers of non-
stable families is however not unique for the post-industrial society. For
instance England and France of the eighteenth century had large numbers of

desintegrated families and 'irrelevant children' (Jean-Jacques Rousseau).
In other words, there seems not to be successive phases of societies as

Coleman supposed but there might be a change of the importance of the contrast
between social classes (agrarian versus non-agrarian; manual worker versus
brainworker; non-stable families versus stable families; etc.) and therefore
a change in their overall impact on the educational system and a change of the
relevance of education for those contrasts.

Concluding, I wonder if Coleman's successive phases in the relations
between family and schooling is a sound base for the further comparison of
societies and generations.
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Designing a policy for equality of educational opportuni-
ty, a comment on Coleman's paper.

A. Hoogerwerf

Department of Public Administration
Twente University of Technology
The Netherlands

It is a great privilege an(: pleasure to comment here briefly on a paper

of professor James S. Coleman, one of the fathers of research on equality
of educational opportunity. I consider his paper on Schooling and Equality
as a new and again brilliant contribution of Coleman's thinking or this subject.
By placing the problem of inequality of educational opportunity in a
comparative and developmental perspective, Coleman has given an important
stimulus, not only to research on education, but also to policy research
and to the development of public policies. As a political scientist,
teaching policy studies in a department of public administration, I will
restrict my comments to some remains from the point of view of policy studies.

The leading thought of Coleman's paper is as far as I can see:
" ... the school must do difftzent things in different societies". In other
wcrds, the school is looked upon as a policy ilstrument, that can be used
for various purposes, including equality of educational opportunity. The way
in which the school must take shape as an instrument for this purpose depends
according to Coleman on the conjunction of the school with existing
institutions in the fabric of society, particularly the family.

This leading thought is not new, but nonetheless excellent, the more so
since it is in agreement with a more general and well founded thought on
policies, namely that the effectiveness of a policy depends on the causal
relations in the policy field on which the policy is directed. So the rhoice
of a policy instrument should be attuned to those camel relations. This
thought was already expressed by Machiavelli (1469 - 1527), who wrote that
the attainment of tha goal depends on the harmony between the applied means

2)and the disposition of time. Nonetheless this idea is often neglected in
public policies.

So far I hope to have made clear that Coleman shows a way towards a
scientific contribution to the design of educational policies. My comments
will concentrate on this contribution. In doing so, I shall follow very
briefly the stages which should characterize, according to my opinion,
the process of designing a policy that is as rational and as legitimate as
possible0)The underlying premise is that a policy should be designed on the
basis of reliable, possibly scientific, information and not only on the
basis of intuition, experience, political ideology and power.
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1. A first phase in the process of designing a policy is the formulation and
analysis of the mandate for the designer. The mandate is in this case to design
a policy for equality of educational opportunity. An important question is then
who are the actors who decide on the acceptance and the implementation of the
designed policy, i.e. the policymakers for whom the design has been made.
Coleman refers in his pap'r to various possible actors: the nation, the
educational system, and the school. He does not mention the government. His
hesits.ion is understandable. Many governmental policies fail, in the sense
that their goals are not attained. A recent survey of Dutch evaluation research
on public policies came to the conclusion that the goals of public policies were

not attained in 15 of the 17 investigated policy areas43. The explanation of this

failure lies partly in the fact that the government and its bureaucracy have
often too little knowledge of the causal relations in the policy field on which
the policy is directed. Governments tend to suffer from autism: they are self-
centred and too much taken up with fancies; they live in daydreams in which the
connetctions with the outer world are interrupted.
Against this background it is quite understandable to t!..,nk of the nation,

the educational system or the school and not the government as the most
apprnpriate actor for educational policies. Scientifically, however, it is
not guaranteed that self-government of the educational system or the school
will be more effective with respect to equality of educational opportunity
than public administration. This uncertainty is a fascinating challenge for

education and policy research.
2. A second step in designing a policy is the analysis of the problem on

which the policy is directed. Let us assume that the problem is form'ilated in
terms of the American Civil Rights Act of 1964, as a lack of equality of
educational opportunity by reason of race, religion, or national origin.
Other reasons for inequality, such as cultural minority positions, socio-
economic class, place of residence, or sex, may be added. One then still needs
a definition of inequality of education. Coleman makes here a useful distinction
between two dominant classes of definitions, one having to do with inputb into
education, and the other having to do with outputs from the educational system.
What I miss here, is a definition in terms of the throughput of the educational
system, i.e., a definition of inequality within the educational process proper53,

which has to do with the relations between teachers and pupils And between
pupils in the class, and with relations between types of schools in the

educational system.
3. As the third phase in designing a policy I consider the formulation of

a model of causal relations in the policy field on the basis of theoretical
insights and empirical analysis. Coleman chooses a differentiated approach
by presenting not one, but three moaels of the policy field. He defines them
as the phases of the exploitation of children's labor, children ar, investments

for the family, and Children as irrelevant. This division is very enlightening,
but it .hould be handled carefully. It is more applicable to categories of the
population than to societies as a whole. Not only the situation of children as
irrelevant (an eye-opening, but horrible term) is characteristic of only part
of a population; the same is true for the two other phases. It is also not
difficult and not superfluous to think of a fourth phase, that is already
reality for part of the population, namely that of children as potentially
unemployed persons. Nonetheless, even a fourfold division is incomplete, as
the policy field may vary in several respects from time to time, from place
to place, and from category to category of the population.

A question that arises here is how the policy field on which the policy
is directed should be circumscribed. Coleman speaks of an educational system
and educational influences. There are useful theoretical concepts, but I
doubt that they are sufficient for the circumscription of the field of a

particular educational policy.
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What is needed here is a causal model of the policy field. A policy is a system
of ends and means. Thinking in terms of ends and means presupposes thinking in
terms of causes and effects. So every policy is based implicitely or explicitly
on a causal model of the policy field. This causal model is the circumscription
of the field on which the policy is directed.

In designing a causal model of a policy field, one should start with the
essential dependent variable. This dependent variable can be derived from the
mandate for the designer of thL policy and from the formulation of the policy
problem (stages 1 and 2 of the design process). in this case the essential
dependent variable is "lack of equality of educational opportunity" The causal
chains which lead to the lack of equality can be presented in a schema of arrows,
in which the points indicate the variables, whereas the lines indicate the
causal relations between the variables, and the arrows indicate the causal
directions. Such a causal model of the policy field should be based as much as
possible on scientific theories and empirical research.

Coleman's analysis asks attention for several possible causes of lack of
equality of educational opportunity. He mentions in this connextion the stage
of economic and social development of society, the class structure, the lack
of legal requirements for equalizing educational opportunity, the policies of
state and local governments, the place of the family in the social and economic
system, the place of the child in the family, or rather the way in which the
child is used as an instrument for a selfish policy of the family (a formulation
that is cynical and incomplete, but not per se unrealistic), the functions of
the school, the library, and the educational system as a whole. Some factors
which I miss here, are cultural differences, including language problems, and
housing situations.

Also missing is the important difference between variables with a strong
explanatory value and manipulable variables. Many of the factors which Coleman
mentions, such as the class structure and the place of the child in tLe family,
cannot be manipulated by educational policies. Whereas fundamental research
selects independent variables on the basis of the explanatory power of the
variables, applied research should also select independent variables5) on the
basis of the possibility to manipulate them by a policy6). If we want to
diminish in equality of educational opportunity, we shouli know which of its
causes can be irfluenced. It is my impression that for educational policies
these manipulable variables are mainly situated in the school and the educational
system as a whol,i, and not in the family or in the broader structure of society.
And even in the educational system the socalled manipulable variables may be
tough.

To the manipulable variables belong the educational policies of governments,
schools and other institutions in the field of educational politics. So what
we need in order to further equality of educational, opportunity is not only
research on education, but also research on the contents, the processes, and
the effects of educetional policies of governments and other actors. This Means
among other things evaluation research ana policy experiments in the field of
educational policies. It is my conviction that policy evaluation research and
policy experiments7) are still susceptible of extension, but also of improvement,
not only in the area of educational policies, but in whichever policy area.
I say this with all due respect for Coleman and others who deserve great
appreciation for their contributions to evaluation research.

4. A fourth step in the process of designing a policy is the formulation of
ultimate goals and evaluation criteria. In doing this the designer should base
himself on the mandate, the formulation of the problem and the causal model of
the policy field (stages 1, 2 and 3). Besides he should take full account of
constraints of a political, juridical, economic, ethical or other nature.
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Equality of educational opportunity is, as Coleman8) has made it clear
before, a rather vaguely formulated goal. Many kiwis of material and immaterial
goods can be distributed unequally according to many kinds of criteria.
Inequality of educational opportunity can exist with regard to many goods, such
as enrolement as a student, the subject-matter of teaching, the qualifications
of the teachers, the support of pupils, the age of textbooks, the school buildings,
endownments, grants and so on. Each of these goods can in principle be allocated
according to many criteria, such as the capacities of the pupil, his or her
interest, social class, race, religion, sex, place of residence, etcetera.
Social and political history can be interpreted from this point of vies as a

strive for the abolition of irrelevant criteria and the introduction of
relevant criteria for the distribution of all kinds of goods.9)
From this point of view, the formula of "equality of educational opportunity"
is not the best possible one. The questions is what are the most relevant
criteria. According to my opinion, the most relevant and maybe the only relevant
criteria for the allocation of education are the abilities and the interest of
the pupil. A good formula for equality in education is then that everybody has
a right to receive education according to his or her abilities and interest,
unhindered by other factors, such as for instance class, race, religion, sex,
place of residence, political conviction and so on. An educational policy attuned
to that principle will have the twofold purpose of positively, offering different
forms of education according to the abilities and interests of pupils and,
negatively, counteracting the possibility that persons from particular categories
of the population do not receive education according to their 'abilities and

interest.
Coleman pays also attention to the intriguing question what are the social

conditions of the ideal of educational opportunity. He seeks the explanation
in the fact that in his phase 2 the quantity of children is no longer valuable
to the family, but the quality of their preparation and training is. This
explanation may be right, but it is nonetheless somewhat one-sided. Thinking
about equality is not only dependent on the social structure, but also on the
social and political culture. The principle of equality, which says that equal
cases should 5e dealt with equally, can be specified in many ways. So for

instance the Manifest of equals of 1795, stemming from a group around Babeuf,
said alreauy in a rather extreme formulation: "As all people have the same
needs and the same capacities, let there be for everybody only one and the

same schooling" 10). This specification of the principle of equality should
be understood in the context of the social and political culture. The formula
of "equality of educational opportunity" is also culture-bound.

5. A fifth step in designing a policy is the formulation of alternative means,
which are expected to lead to the attainment of the goal, i.e. to be effective,
and which are legitimate as well. Coleman chooses here again a differentiated
approach: "A single conception of how schools can equalize educational
opportunities is ... inapropriate". In th:: p,lase of the exploitation of
children's labor (phase 1), the policy instruments consist of the provision
of tangible resources for learning, plus legal and other constraints on
families' exploitation of their children. In the phase of children as invest-
ments for the family (phase 2) the policy instrument is the mete provision of
tangible resources for schooling. And in the phase when c.. ldren are irrelevant

(pnase the school's task is supplying not only the resources for learning,
but also taking active responsibility for bringing about learning.

I think this way of matching of policy instruments and phases in the policy
field is incomplete and a bit too tight. In phase 1 the instrument of taking
active responsibility by the school may also be effective for instance with
regard to children of minority groups. In phases 2 and 3 the legal constraints

remain important instruments.
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Another objection is that the policy instruments are here for.:nlated very
abstractly. A more specific typology of instruments of policies for duality
of educational opportunity is necessary. In such a typology more concrete
policy instruments should be classified. Such as for instance criteria for
enrolment, curricula, teaching materials, the homework system, the length of
the school day and the school year, the organization Or e school, the
qualifications of the teachers, the contacts with the -ntr, and so on.
On the basis of such a typology and research on the effeol.iveness of the
various policy instruments, in due curse a theory of educational instruments
could be developed. Such a theory would say which instrument or combination of
instruments of educational policy would probably be effective for which goal
in which situation11).

6. Designing a policy demands also a comparison of the expected costs and
benefits of the application of the alternative policy instruments. The benefits
include not only the effectiveness, i.e. the contribution of the means to the
attainment of the goal, but also the effects which were not aimed at (side-
affects) as far as they are valued positively from the point of view of other
goals than those for which they were used. The costs include not only the
financial costs, but also all other negatively valued effects of the instruments.

Coleman pays in his paper no attention to the positive side-effects and the
costs of instruments for eqc.ality of educational opportunity. Both for
researchers and for policymakers, however, it is i 'rtant to know what are the
benefits of the diverse forms of equality of educational opportunity for
respectively equality in the distribution of income and other goods, social
and cultural integration of minority groups, social and political stability,

economic development, and employment. It is also important to know what are the
costs of the diverse forms of equality of educational opportunity (for instance
positive discrimination and the comprehensive school) in terms of the development
of more and less gifted pupils, the quality of education (Coleman speaks in
passing of educational mediocracy) and public and private financial positions.
Another, related problem is the efficiency, i.e. the relation between costs and
benefits of variouw instruments of a policy for equal educational opportunity.

7. As next stages in the process of design ng a policy I consider the

designing of one or more policy models, the designing of the implementation
process, and the ultimate formulation of the policy design. Because of limitations
of time I will not deal with these stages now. Let it suffice here to say that
there is urgent need for a policy with strives for equality of educational
opportunity for children and adults who are potentially or really unemployed
persons in a period of an information revolution. Let me add that the succes
of po.icies should not be overestimated.

in summary I hope to have made it clear that Coleman's paper contains various
very stimulating contributions to the designing of policies for equality of
educational opportunity. These contributions deserve further analysis and
elaboration. I have in this connection tried to draw the attention to dome
possible contributions of education research and policy research to designing
a policy which tries to realize the right of everybody to education according
to his or her abilities and interest, unhindered by discriminating factors.
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